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Introductio:n 

Since the early eighteenth century, history and literature 

have been considered separate and distinct narrative forms. 

Consequently, writers have approached history with either 

reverence or hesitance. Historians revered the past, dedicating 

themselves to the recovery of its "truth," and historical 

novelists feared tampering with the "reality" that historians had 

given them. This tentative approach to history lingered into the 

contemporary age. Among the New Critics in the 1940s, 

example, there was strong distaste for history, a feeling that 

threatened the autonomy and purity of literature, and for 

a time the New Critics achieved virtual orthodoxy in literary 

thinking. Historical ignorance and amnesia, therefore, beca;me 

mainstream attitudes. Not , most of the 

or modern novelists ahistorical attitude, 

But 

on the of the self or on 

the 1960s and 1970s, 

a 

impetus for 

concept 

reincorporation 

as 

to the 

itself 

historical 

Pynchon, 

Barth, Kurt , E. L. Doctorow and Ishmael 

Reed. writers have carried the incorporation of history 
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the of contemporary fiction, drawing creative new 

voices, such as that T. Coraghessan Boyle, into their ranks 

along the way. 

In recent years, the practice of "fictionalizing" history 

has opened up new opportunities for novelists, belying the half

century-old lament over the "death" of the novel. And postmodern 

historical novelists have capitalized upon these opportunities by 

employing their sometimes controversial philosophies regarding 

both history and fiction with remarkable verve and creativity, 

thus revolutionizing the whole concept of historical writing. 

In order to explain how these novel have revolutionized 

historical fiction, we must first discuss the ity of 

history to pos~tmodern narrative and the value of viewing history 

from the postrrtodern perspective. Postmodern historical novelists 

are acutely a\\rare the loss of a historical consensus in the 

television age~ of the late-twentieth century. contemp'brary 

age, by the ever-changing 

via 

us understanding 

world, 

are 

we must also past. 

in way, i .. e .. 1 

of our youth or the 

1 both the 

are central to our understanding of 

which 1 1 

a 

novel operate on this principle 
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that 1 those which document history--are 

textual and, therefore, problematic; and their intent is to show 

that the texts of the past are not objective but subjective, that 

they not truth but only an interpretation, a possible 

truth. The value in this postmodern approach is two-fold: it 

undermines the traditional belief in a singular historical 

"reality" that would separate the past from the presen·t, and it 

destroys the traditional hierarchy that values history (fact) 

over literature (fiction). Postmodern historical novelists wish 

to expunge such traditions in favor of views that are less rigid 

and that accept interpretation and indeterminacy in regard to 

history. 

For postmodern historical novelists, then, history is 

by the narratives which convey it. Thus, historical 

truth in interpretations of these narratives, whether 

they assume objective or imaginative stances. Therefore, in 

order to more fully understand both the past and the present, 

been 

In 

1 

combine work what has 

novels, these 

fact and are 

fiction is possible because of 

novelist's belief in the textuality of the 

also needed, 

of and 

1 exploration of historical 

and provide the 11 truths," 1 

3 
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of the , that have been either partially of 

completely suppressed by official documentation. 

However, due to the importance of history to many 

contemporary American novelists, a comprehensive examination of 

contemporary historical fiction is obviously beyond the scope of 

this thesis. Therefore, I have chosen to focus on only three 

postmodern historical novelists: E.L. Doctorow, Ishmael Reed, and 

T. Coraghessan Boyle. And of the many works available from these 

three writers, I have chosen to concentrate on only one novel 

each: respectively, Billy Bathgate, Flight to and Water 

I have selected these three novelists and novels because 

they represent a full spectrum of approaches to postmodern 

historical writing today, from the traditionally "realistic" to 

radically anachronistic. Although these writers share in the 

ief that history is textual and, therefore, available to them 

concerns for brand of postmodern historical fiction, and the 

ify diverse attitudes towards history .. 

overall, E.L. Doctorow is socially itically oriented, as 

ified by the of 

Reed is racially oriented, as exemplified by the 

reclamation of African-American heritage in to Canada; 

E.L. Doctorow made a career out of historical fiction, 

4 



, most the novel Such rewritings are 

ible because for Doctorow there is no fact or fiction, there 

only narrative. In his brand of postmodern historical fiction, 

"historical truth" becomes a relative term. Doctorow 

therefore, able to investigate history through fiction and 

at a version of the past that, at least for him, rivals that 

available from documentation. As a historical novelist, then, 

Doctorow is concerned foremost with the cultural myths of the 

immediate past and their role as the basis for contemporary 

American culture. In short, Doctorow is exploring the ways in 

which the shapes the present. His works, therefore, function 

largely as both social and political critiques of contemporary 

American society. 

areas 

far 

is true in 

which 

form in Doctorow•s latest novel, 

the myths surrounding organized 

the Prohibition era as a means , among 

upon the 

is a 

toward history 

upon 

or lacking. He is 

three writers 

much 1 a 

However, intentionally 

f-consciously the boundary between factual and fictional 

events novel .. The , then, 
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and more traditional historical novel, which 

truth, lies in Doctorow's rejection of an 

accepted, documented history and his self-conscious manipulation 

of historical record. 

Like Doctorow, Ishmael Reed has also made a career out of 

examining the American past through his fictions, and he has 

become renowned in the process for his blatant revisionism, most 

notably in his third novel, Mumbo Jumbo. Ree<rl' s 11 revisions" of 

history are pass because he, too, views history as a text, 

and its documents as neither wholly objective nor completely 

"factual .. " But Reed's concern as a historical novelist much 

more personally and racially oriented, -centered upon his anger 

over the ion and/or appropriation of an African-American 

history and 1 by the white cultural establishment. For 

Reed, both history and the literature of the Establishment 

are 

of 1 

American 

and 

lacking: historical documentation, written by the 

culture, 

to the point of 

marginalized the role of 

both 

experience .. 

•s concern a 

and the official canon 

the white 

denied and closed 

began with 

novels 

African

narratives. 

the reclamation 

and literature, of the 

evident in his fifth novel, 

explores through a rewriting of 
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the history of slavery and its transformation into the 

age. This novel is an excellent example of extreme 

unconventionality in some postmodern historical fiction, if only 

for its near-unrestrained use of postmoder~ practices such as 

parody, intertextuality, and blatant anachronism. 

But Flight to Canada is also perhaps the best model of a 

fully radical postmodern viewpoint, for Reed is by far the most 

radical his approach to history and the most far-reaching in 

his content. Reed employs the techniques of the postmodern 

historical novel with unprecedented zeal: unlike Doctorow, 

Reed ects verisimilitude and realism for the sake of 

critique. To this end, Reed continually implies that the 

conventional historical record is faulty and incomplete because 

the contributions of African-Americans have been left out. In 

to Canada, Reed is attempting to escape this 

"cultural slavery" by reclaiming the past, reshaping to make 

central the 

and pointing out 

in Civil War 

In doing so, Reed 

"errors" the 

are 

provocative, 

of American 

that 

era 

makes 

obvious 

, which has been long marginalized, 

and class-consciousness 

and 

viable: 

, but changed 

and 

alternatives that 

interpretations are 

and perceptive, bold analyses 

and history .. 

both E.L. Doctorow I T .. 

Boyle to notion history is both textual and 

problematic. As a postmodern historical novel , Boyle knows 
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that documentation is filled with "gaps" that fa to 

the past. Boyle is, therefore, free to capitalize upon 

these gaps and elaborate upon those areas where his sources are 

most vague, "fleshing out" the verifiable history with unique 

imaginative characters and events, and offering alternative 

truths and answers that are otherwise unavailable. 

Boyle's first novel, Water Music, which retells the exploits 

of famed eighteenth-century explorer Mungo Park, is another good 

example of the postmodern historical novel, for it underscores 

the subj of all historical texts .. But Water Music also 

makes an interesting contrast to the novels of both Doctorow and 

it less realistic than Billy Bathgate and less radical 

than Canada. In short, Water seems a more 

"conventional" piece of fiction because its historical materials 

are more obscure--its characters events are not a part of our 

col consciousness. Boyle, therefore, uses more 

Doctorow; it , in , one the key 

for his only 

• However, Boyle does not 

as ly or as ; 

1 a conventional a one .. 

Boyle's stance, 1, seems to be 

concerns to 

history , i.e., the motivations 

's . To do , Boyle 

historical novelist's 

a fictional protagonist, Rise, ing 
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inst those of the historical Mungo Park, thus 

shattering the myth of the explorer as~a great white hero. 

Secondly, like his fellow practitioners, Boyle also strives to 

what has been historically marginalized, e.g., the 

roles of women and Africans in Park's life and travels. He does 

this by projecting present-day verities into the past, thereby 

giving his characters sensibilities which seem incongruous with 

the period as historical documentation has represented it, but 

which are perhaps more true. Therefore, Boyle is also exploring 

the present through the past and making oblique social critiques 

of the contemporary world. 

As can be seen, Doctorow, Reed, and Boyle all have similar 

attitudes towards history and the method by which it is recorded 

and subsequently accepted by society. In short, they believe that 

been seriously misrepresented by its documents and 

much past has lost to the present. Accordingly, 

can rectify this misrepresentation by 

of the past the 

, are more accurate and 

we call the "truth .. " 

three are 

novels are significant of 

postmodern However, to an 

examination of 

in these to do two things 

which will us a more complete of postmodern 
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. First, we must distinguish modernism 

postmodernism by examining the evolution of postmodernism and 

primary characteristics. And second, we must 

the shift in approaches to history from the traditional 

the postmodern historical novel, underscoring the postmodern 

belief in the textuality of history and the necessity of offering 

alternative truths. 

10 



Chapter one: of Postmodernism 

In any examination of postmodernism, one is immediately 

confronted by the fficulty of stating precisely what is meant 

by the term "postmodernism," for there is little agreement on the 

meaning of the label. Nevertheless, debate over its meaning 

continues, for in order to fully understand both the postmodern 

age and individual postmodern texts, is necessary to have a 

workable definition of postmodernismG In striving to achieve it, 

however, one is confronted by numerous problems. One problem 

postmodernism lies in deciding whether or not its 

techniques are valuable and make "good" literature.. Although 

a subjective judgment which us·es ist and/or modernist 

traditions as a for comparison, it important that 

1 

successor of' an 

us to 

or just an 

of 

postmodern and means by 

problem 

its is 

modernism. This 

from 

. In short, is a 

we can ish a distinct break 

modes .. 

One to 

postmodernism as both a and a methodology. Although it 

postmodernism as a methodology that I am most interested 

11 



the this thesis, it is helpful to also follow the 

evolution of postmodernism as a period in order to understand it 

most fully. As a period, postmodernism was defined by the great 

cultural changes taking place after World War Two, and 

particularly after 1960. It is, therefore, an outgrowth of 

social and cultural movements, events, and mind-sets. As a 

methodology, however, postmodernism was rooted in revolts against 

modernist assumptions in many of the arts, most conspicuously in 

architecture~ It was then later applied to the other arts, 

including literature. 

In applying postmodernism to literature, we must remember 

that the term "postmodernismn is only a "discursive artifact" 

invented by readers, writers, and, retrospectively, literary 

historians as a conceptual explanation for the variety of 

techniques found contemporary fiction {McHale 4). Thus, the 

attempts to postmodernism have led to a number 

an 

...................... , " each one determined by respective 1 

Rather than enter the debate over which 

most 

will be 

best to see postmodernism as 

instead a discernable and 

by no means all, of 

individual postmodern texts. 

evident in contemporary 

will then provide a fuller understanding of 

this 

to describe briefly the shift in American culture toward the 

postmodern examine the primary. of 
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as a way establishing a practicable definition, 

one which may be in turn applied to the specific texts under 

discussion in this thesis. 

Postmodernism indicates, foremost, a social and cultural 

ft. Post-World War Two society was in the process of becoming 

amorphous; rapid change was taking place in all facets of life. 

And at this time, the critic Irving Howe lamented what he saw as 

an erosion of traditional centers of authority and a neglect or 

debasement of traditional rituals (Bertens 13). Howe's view is 

dated, and sounds vaguely reminiscent of the protestations 

against the emergence of modernism, but it is important in its 

and 

recognition of the ontological doubt would play in 

literature .. 

An extension of Howe's lamentation was found in criticism 

against postmodernism for its seemingly anti-historical 

Kermode discussed two 

, linking "modernism" with fascism "post-modernism" 

construed 

izes 

i 

122). Admittedly, a 

postmodern 

as nihil 

, and this 

.. However, 

far from 

rejects many of the traditional 

what 

techniques 

being 

and , but not synonymous 

sense .. 

An 

use of 

, which 

as a 

to account for 

13 

the 

Jameson's Marxist 

in terms of a 



historical perspective. Jameson sees postmodernism as 

historically, rather than stylistically, based as an outgrowth of 

post-industrial culture. Thus, in Jameson's view, postmodern 

writing is a reaction against and a rejection of an elitist 

"high" modernism, a derivative of the anti-intellectual backlash 

towards repressive centers of authority in the 1950s. 

The break with the elitism of the modernists was seen more 

positively, in a social context, by Leslie Fiedler in the mid-

1960s. What he called "anti-modernism" was tied to the rise of 

the counter-culture, which was in part an anti-intellectual 

backlash against the pretensions of an earlier age. Some of the 

11 pro-modernists" of the same period, such as Gerald Graff and 

Harry Levin, sought to reinforce the dichotomy between the modern 

and postmodern inherent in Fiedler's term in an effort to crush 

the latter for its being an "attack" on literary ism 

(Eysteinsson 108). To do so, they hailed the logocentrism and 

search 

Joyce as 

closure inherent in modernist texts (calling upon 

prime example) and denounced the "pulverization" of 

By 

more 

works (citing the example of Pynchon). 

negative evaluation of "de-structive" postmodern 

not tenable, for certainly one can argue for 

as a "pulverizer" of traditions, not in then 

in 

the beginning of 1970s, had become a 

itself 1 1 

cultural phenomena not classifiable as either realist or 

's 

modernist (Bertens 25). iveness truly took hold in the 

14 



Hassan, who did much to expand the scope and use 

of the term postmodernism and transform it into a full-fledged 

Hassan's attempt to establish a difference between 

modern and postmodern literature seemed to be pointing out the 

of modernism. And here he was in accord with a 

number of recent , who see the postmodern as a 

"modification" of earlier practices, related to the post

structuralist view of language as an instrument for exposing the 

absence of centers. 

But in Hassan's writing, he admits to using term 

postmodernism with "premature approbation" 261) . The 

Hassan has more recently outl way of binary 

oppositions, are related to the deconstructionist concept of a 

decentered world and poststructuralist awareness that 

language is f-referential. However, Hassan's 

postmodernism rigid (e.g., 

, formjanti-form, purpose/play), and many 

of attributed here to are those usually 

reserved for against which were 

striving (e.g., and Hassan 

, but he 

that they 

David Lodge•s 

modernism" as an 

, which annexes 

pole to modernism, in 

recognition of as "another kind of 

art," one shares the modernist critique of realism but 

beyond to the point where uncertainty is endemic (225). 

15 



mimetic modes and treats art as an 

autonomous , anti-modernism makes use mimetic 

representation and involves itself with public issues. In 

proposi,ng 
"'''li!" 

alternative, whereby postmodernism avoids having 

to choose between metaphoric (modernist) and the metonymic 

(anti-modernist), Lodge is reaffirming Hassan's theory that 

metaphor and metonymy are oppositionalo However, there is value 

in Lodge's belief that postmodernism is marked by a view that 

resists the "compulsive attempts of the human consciousness to 

interpret (the world]" (225), ordering its discordant and 

discontinuous aspects into coherent verities. And his awareness 

and acknowledgement that the hUman conditio'n is in some sense 

"absurd" takes us closer to a practicable definition of 

postmodernism. 

By the mid-1980s, term postmodernism had received wide 

acceptance and use, describing the post-World War Two period and 

certain 

Thus it 

a postmodernism exploring some 

of 

which 

in light postmodernism. 

To begin, let us briefly some of fundamental 

what postmodernism as both a period 

and a , for our of 

postmodernism is informed by similarities to and 

from modernism. Modernism was a revolt against the 

16 



within 

their icity makes use of and 

fragmentation as a of all a basic distrust 

of the unity and explanations which modernist texts too 

In sense, the could be as 

A break 1 and 

postmodern does not seem possible. We may, however, talk 

of developments in and modifications the of 

17 



as a method of obtaining a viable definition 

for postmodernism. 

We can no longer restrict the use of the concept of 

modernism to the "iconoclastic outburst" of the high-modern 

period (roughly 1910-1935), for postmodernism has most certainly 

absorbed many modernist tendencies. Eysteinsson, for example, 

asserts that modernism and postmodernism are simultaneous since 

so much "disruptive" and "anarchic" literature can be found also 

in the modernist period (129-30). There is a certain profundity 

in this statement, for postmodernism continues the eclecticism of 

modernism. However, numerous differences exist between the modern 

and postmodern forms. Asserting simultaneity is, perhaps, too 

simplistic a view: postmodernism is most profitably viewed, 

instead, as an enhancement of and expansion upon the "high" art 

of'modernism .. 

The proposition that postmodern fiction attempts to close the 

"gap" between high and low art forms, through the merger of 

(el and popular (mass) culture, has become a staple of 

analyses of postmodernism. This closure may be accomplished 

through an ing both forms--e.g., combination of 

or 

the detective 

fusion of war 

Kurt Vonnegut's 

, as Umberto Eco•s 

and science fiction, as 

(Hutcheon 44). Eco 

himself averred that the modernist destruction the past must 

be ; the past 11 must be , not 

innocently11 (Hutcheon 67). 

Thus we encounter what are the most obvious, and perhaps 

18 



common, of postmodern writing: irony and 

parodyo Unlike the modernists, who aspired to some form of 

continuity, postmodernists reject a sure resolution in favor of a 

more playful stance, one that exposes the discontinuity they 

believe to be at the heart of all experience. Ishmael Reed is 

perhaps the most blatant practitioner of such techniques, and 

numerous critics puzzle over how to account for his playful, 

parodic, and ironic treatment of history, which is nonetheless 

always extremely serious (perhaps even didactic) underneath. 

This, of course, is something detractors of postmodernism have 

been blind to in accusing postmodernism of triviality and mere 

irony. 

Irony, however, is a quintessential characteristic of 

modernism as well as postmodernism and, therefore, does not 

provide a true key to any distinction. Postmodernists are, in 

fact, visiting the past with much more than irony: addition 

the of traditional forms, they are bringing to their 

, and the texts of history, practices as digression, 

, non-conclusion, indeterminacy, contradiction, 

(of narrative), confrontation (with , violation 

of , and anachronism. These practices function 

overtly draw attention to the aesthetic construction 

of the text and flaunt its condition as artifice. 

, as a summary of many these characteristics, 

may be both 

(e.g., the use of popular song in Boyle's 

and historical (e~g., the use of media personages in Doctorow•s 
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Although eclecticism has been lamented by 

such as Charles Newman as "hyper-pluralism" and inflated 

narration, for critics this pluralism "implies the 

simultaneity of diverse cultural experience in a circumstance of 

mutual respect and tolerance" best exampled by such "violations" 

as interruption, multiplicity and intertextuality (Fox 9). 

Through the use of such violations, many postmodern writers 

work to expunge the presumed superiority of the literary canon. 

Contrary to popular belief, however, postmodern authors are not 

wholly rejecting a canon composed of traditional and modern 

authors: the intertextual parody of canonical American and 

European is a method of reappropriating and reformulating 

the dominant, usually white and male, middle-class culture. 

Postmodern ,. , problematize (ironize, inflate, 

parody, .) prior forms, highlighting the differences between 

dichotomies their authors see as no longer valid--the novel 

(fiction) and (fact), original text (1 ) and 

A 

(criticism). 

who hold 

of 

sel 

or who are 

postmodernism, a 

20 
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comfortable, 
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considered a primary qual 
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discourse overall. The flexivity of 

postmodernist writing may be seen almost as a prerequisite for 

the postmodern author: it is a quality which enhances the 

postmodern critique of the status of art as truth by flaunting 

the text's artifice and fallibility. 

Let us note in conclusion that the various approaches to 

postmodernism outlined in this chapter have a central and common 

characteristic: a radical ontological doubt (McHale 129). The 

postmodern era is marked by this crisis. Modernist texts posed 

questions about a reality which was difficult to perceive but 

whose existence was not in doubt (e.g., How may one "know" one•s 

self and the world around him?). Postmodernist texts, on the 

other hand, are questioning the nature of that reality (e.g., 

What is" ity" and is it 11 knowable 11 at all?), exposing an 

absence of those centers so vital to the modernists, such as 

and , and underscoring the illusiveness of the modernists• 

mastery. Hence, postmodernism 

by the conviction that attempt towards a 

of a world model essentially pointless, a belief 

by critique and parody of modernist 

and the conventions 

real res traditional methods of 

and insist on new approaches to writing. The postmodern 

, therefore, exempli by the 

1 
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Chapter Two: Approaching Postmodern Historical 

In order to fully understand postmodern historical fiction, 

it is necessary to do two things. First, we must examine the 

differences between the traditional and contemporary forms of 

historical narrative, charting the transition from the former to 

the latter. And second, we must examine the reasons behind the 

use of historical material postmodern narratives, clarifying 

the postmodernist's view of history as text. 

History has been the subject matter for writers of many 

types over the centuries. And the use of historical material in 

imaginative writing part of the development of many literary 

genres prior to the novel. Traditional epics used legendary 

figures of great cultural significance to celebrate or assess a 

national past; tragedies, from the Greeks through Shakespeare to 

the present, historical incidents to describe the human 

predicament; and historical plays, during the 

Renaissance, often used historical material to assess both 

and world. 

More particular to the emphasis here, historical material 

began to be used widely in the form of the novel itself in 

seventeenth century. At this point, the was 

developing out of previously prose accounts 

the past (Cowart 23). These "official" records gave validity to 

pas·t events and made historical documentation an important source 

22 



for imaginative novel's "truths." Hence, early 

novels often cast themselves as true accounts by claiming 

biographical or auto-biographical status, as in Defoe's Moll 

or Robinson Crusoe (Cowart 52). Early historical novels, 

therefore, gav~history a privileged place, believing it to be 

linear, coherent and verifiable. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, historical 

accuracy and realism had become dominant aspects of fictional 

narratives, most particularly in the novels of Sir Walter Scott. 

Through the exploitation of history as material for his work, 

Scott became the undisputed master of the traditional historical 

novel, setting both a precedent· for the combination of history 

and fiction and the standards by which this would done. At 

this point, however, novelists still did not regard historical 

fiction as a separate genre. The predominant belief was that 

history was not being "fictionalized," i.e., rewritten according 

to some subjective interpretation the pasto Novelists were 

simply using past realities rather than present realities as the 

plot character. Verisimilitude, , was the 

dominant aspect of Scott's writing; his great achievement lay 

ity to recreate the atmosphere of an 

pageantry detail. And it was this qual that Tolstoy and 

zac, among others, emulated in their own work. Thus, in the 

nineteenth century, realism subsumed historical novel. 

the half the twentieth , the historical 

novel was marginalized by the modernists' insistence upon the 

ective world and the primacy of a character's own 

23 



~ The basis of modernist work was epistemological, 

inward-looking, and involved with questioning the limits of man's 

knowledge, exploring it through varied perspectives. For the 

modernists, the knowledge derived from such explorations and 

reasoned discriminations yielded "superior art." And with this 

art, the modernists were creating new "worlds" to compensate for 

a lost connection with the past. Thus, the emergence of a new 

poetic aesthetic and the belief that art was autonomous led to a 

devaluation of history in modernist writings. History was seen no 

longer as a support, but as a superfluous element, even an 

impediment, to achieving the inner truths of human experience. 

Like their predecessors, though, the modernists did make use 

of "admissible historical signifieds" (McHale 84), i.e., real

world objects and personages. But they also were constrained in 

their use by conventional philosophies regarding "classic" 

historical fictions. Foremost, real-world objects or individuals 

were used on the condition that they did contradict the 

Therefore, areas in which 

world incorporated characters, events, conditions 

were part the historical record, novelists sought to 

of tactful the 

between versions historical events and 

documented past. Under condition, an author's freedom 

was 1 to so-called areasn history, both 

and was 

Writers "classic" historical fiction were confronted as 

well with the paradoxical notion that their works must read as 

24 



ureal f ," incorporating the veris litude and 

causality that were the assumed backbone of nineteenth

century historical analyses. In short, the conventions of 

nineteenth-century fiction, exemplified by Tolstoy, Austen, and 

Balzac, accepted historical assumptions and used historical 

materials under a single rationale: the good of realism. But 

these conventions are just that, and not the "windows on reality" 

that realism purported to offer. 

In the last half of the twentieth century, the changing 

concept of history, for historians and novelists, has provided 

the impetus for the reincorporation of historical material. And 

it is safe to say that during this time, the historical novel has 

made a comeback, primarily in the work of the postmodernists. But 

the approach to, and use of, history as material for the novel 

has altered greatly. There is a great~r awareness in our;age of 

unrel ity of all narrative and an equal great desire to 

expose the process which narratives themselves are made. Thus, 

the of the postmodern view is the , above 

1, history textual. f , seen as a 

kind , and its documents as narratives. By 

have 

works 

In 

of past, 

historical writing, and 

inventiveness 

treatments of historical 

ing 

new and 

, over the course of the last few decades, 

between fact and fiction has become increasingly 
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is hard to say just where fact leaves off and 

fiction begins, since each is textually based. Likewise, the 

distinction between history and literature has become more 

elusive. Postmodern novelists are questioning the validity of 

historical analyses that purport to constitute the "real" history 

and_challenging their "non-fictional" status, showing that they 

are instead subjective versions of the past, narrative accounts 

that have been erroneously awarded the status of nfact" and 

adhered to as the singular historical reality. Since the 

presumably non-fictional accounts in newspapers, biographies, and 

historical texts often contradict one another, there can be no 

single "real" history. For postmodern historical novelists, 

personal and cultural fictions reside in the creation of all 

historical narratives. 

Whereas traditional historical novels were seen to be 

to suppress violations of nactual 11 history and avoid the 

inevitably by the merger history and 

, postmodern these 

conventions through a 

of historical novel. In large part, of 

methods a non-conformity to the norms of 

a which found postmodern intertextual 

practices. 

Through intertextuality, the reader recognizes some 

numerous (e.g., by way of ) 

or between and categories such as genre or school 

(e.g., through the parody of prior periods). The former 
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of , is commonly achieved through the 

borrowing of a character, or characters, whether they be invented 

(fictional) or real (historical), from other texts. This 

violation of the boundaries we create between the "worlds" of 

separate fictional texts is abundant in postmodern writings and 

employed by each of the authors I have chosen for discussion 

here. Reed, Doctorow, and Boyle each place characters from the 

"real" world into fictional ones, an act that "sends shockwaves 

through that world's ontological structure" (McHale 85). Reed's 

use of President Lincoln in Flight to Canada may be more 

surprising to the reader than, say, Boyle's less obvious use of 

Dickens• Fagin in Water Music, yet each violates traditional 

boundaries. Moreover, postmodernists often compound this 

ontological offense by staging unhistorical confrontations. 

Although such presences and confrontations blatantly violate the 

real-world/fictional-world boundaries that have been established 

for literature by tradition, they are intentionally and quite 

meticulously by postmodernists in order to underscore the 

, even their own. 

authors further use intertextuality to close the 

"fact" and "fiction" and to rewrite 

history in a new context, thereby offering alternatives to the 

history. But these actions must not be misunderstood: 

does not attempt to void (or avoid) history--to 

the , as the modernists--but 

confront the documentary nature textuality of history, to 

examine and incorporate · as a literature of the 
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documents. Therefore, the critique and parody 

of earl forms found in postmodern writing not a negation of 

the past, nor a renunciation of history. It is, in fact, a 

reintegration of it. Umberto Eco reaffirms this in averring that 

the past "must be revisited" in contemporary literature, and 

postmodern parodic practices lend themselves readily to the task. 

The result is a proliferation of materials concerned with 

historical narratives, and a subsequent desire to understand the 

past, perhaps even master it, in the light of the present, 

through a rewriting of history. 

Such fictionalization has, of course, been criticized. And 

given the widespread historical illiteracy in America today, 

is understandable why some readers argue that distortions of 

recorded history are detrimental to public knowledge. Arguments 

this have developed both from an inability to accept 

structures which challenge traditional ist 

conventions (e.g., the subject as coherent and continuous), and 

from an aversion to the meeting of fictional and historical 

novels, for such meetings problematize the nature of 

the ect by foregrounding the "inescapable contextualizing 

the f both and society" (Hutcheon 84), a verity 

that some simply do not wish to acknowledge. But it should 

remembered it the narrativity and textuality of our 

knowledge of the past that are being stressed, and not 

of the fictive over the historical. 

The postmodern intention is to show that historical texts 

are unreliable, not truth but only a or 
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, an interpretation of the past. This intention 

leads to an overall self-consciousness in contemporary 

narratives, which becomes, in turn, the paradox of postmodern 

historical fictions: they demand of the reader detachment 

involvement--that is, the works are intentionally, intensely 

self-conscious and paradoxically lay claim to historical events 

and personages while promoting their fictionality (Hutcheon ix

x). Therefore, postmodern novelists can question how we "know" 

history, both past and present, and what the ontological status 

of its documents or narratives is. 

Because of these historical concerns, postmodern fiction 

often involved with interpretations that incorporate and yet 

transcend historical "truths." Like the traditional historical 

novel, postmodern historical novels invoke an identifiable time 

(specific or approximate), an identifiable place (definite or 

), and an historical agent (a person, an event, or a 

social, political, or economic phenomenon), though degree to 

deal with considerably. Doctorow's 

often commenting on the present, 

the Prohibition era the 1930s; Reed's to ~==~ 

to with mid-

nineteenth century and the Civil War; Boyle's 

while offering a on the present, explores 

England's eighteenth 

an , and 

historical agent in the postmodern historical novel is merely a 

token use of imilitude. success of these novels is 
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from their willful manipulations of 

history. Perhaps most important for the postmodern historical 

novel is the foregrounding of an awareness of the biases infusing 

traditional historical analyses and a self-conscious questioning 

of them. Therefore, we see the many characteristics of postmodern 

writing, outlined in the previous chapter, employed in novels of 

Doctorow, Reed, and Boyle--their works are predominantly ironic, 

satiric, self-reflexive, disruptive, and anachronistic. 

Let us note at this point that this last characteristic, 

anachronism, is the quality most closely associated with 

postmodern historical fiction, though the degree to which each 

author uses it varies considerably. Anachronism also, 

perhaps, the quality by which the postmodernists most truly 

depart from their real modernists forebears, for it 

underscores the believing in singular truths and rigid 

fictional and non-fictional narrative. 

The postmodernists• intentional of traditional 

distinctions what makes postmodern novels 

so important. In novel fted 

expands his fiction and 

versions of a 

an interpretation of past that 

relevance for our own time. Thus, postmodern historical novel 

are doing more than examining 

. , 
or the 

are 

reflecting upon contemporary age, offering interpretations of 

the society of which they are an part. Both past and 
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the are, therefore, examined through the lens of fiction, 

which may now be our only method for approaching some 

understanding of what has been so readily labeled "the truth .. " 
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Chapter Three: E.L. Doctorow and Billy Bathgate 

As was noted previously, postmodern writers are often seen 

to be ironically invoking contemporary society, most often for 

the purposes of social critique and exploding the prominent myths 

of American culture. E.L. Doctorow is foremost among those 

writers who have taken moments in American history and displayed 

various cultural myths in ways that reflect upon the present. 

Where Doctorow differs from earlier historical novelists and 

takes, as it were, a postmodern approach to history is in the 

intentional confusion he sets up between documented historical 

events ( 11 facts") and invented ones ("fictions"), thereby 

problematizing the process of historical writing. This :a 

technique employed in virtually all of Doctorow•s but it 

is perhaps most subtly represented in his latest novel, 

Bathgate (1989). 

Before examining the novel in , it is 

understand Doctorow•s approach to writing 

to 

.. In 

"False Documents" (1981), Doctorow succinctly states 

philosophy that underlies his work as a novel : "I am thus 

to the proposition that there is no fiction or non-fiction as we 

commonly understand distinction: there only narrativen 

(Trenner 19). For Doctorow, history are narrative 

forms are nearly inseparable--no neat dividing line may be 

designated between the texts of history and 1 , and so 
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author free to draw upon both. The writer is, therefore, 

privileged in Doctorow's view because ''alone among the arts, 

literature confuses fact and fiction" (19) * 

The acceptance of such confusion in historical writing is, 

however, a relatively recent development. In the traditional 

historical narrative, history has a privileged place because it 

is believed to be fundamentally linear, coherent and verifiable. 

Such is the case with, for example, Dos Passos' U.S.A. trilogy, 

a work critics have tirelessly compared with Doctorow's most 

well-known novel, Ragtime. But those same critics have been 

careful to point out also the serious differences between these 

texts and their implicit perspectives on the nature of history: 

it is evident from his ironic intermingling of the factual and 

the fictive and his deliberate anachronisms that Doctorow does 

not share his predecessor's trust in the presumably objective 

presentation of history. As Barbara Foley notes, U.S.A. implies 

that historical reality is "knowable, coherent, significant, and 

inherently moving" (171). for Doctorow, such an implication 

questioning. 

In his nove1s, Doctorow sees relationship between 

fiction as a complex one interaction and mutual 

impl In his view, postmodern fiction works 

situate itself within historical discourse without surrendering 

its autonomy as fiction. A serious irony then effects both aims: 

the intertexts of history and fiction take on parallel--though 

not equal--status in the parodic reworking of the textual past. 

The past textual because history, like fiction, is a product 
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, a ief Doctorow highlights in " Documents": 

History is a kind of fiction in which we live and hope 

to survive, and fiction is a kind of speculative history, 

perhaps a superhistory, by which the available data for 

the composition is seen to be greater and more various in 

its sources than the historian supposes. (25) 

Doctorow understands history as an artful construct of the 

willful or unconscious imagination. He, therefore, subordinates 

historical accuracy in order to accommodate the demands of his 

fiction. Thus, in postmodern historical narrative, the realm of 

plausibility not need to be as strictly adhered to. An 

event so audaciously invented as Freud's and Jung's trip through 

the Tunnel of Love in Doctorow•s most celebrated novel, Ragtime, 

clearly a violation of the canon of historical decorum, a 

blatant fiction that poses as history. In doing this, Doctorow 

utilizing the reader's knowledge that these historical figures 

did in fact exist in order to challenge the reader's preconceived 

notions about the val of what been too readily named 

historical "truth" (Foley 166). 

For Doctorow, the value documentary forms 

come "truth" becomes a 

term. Doctorow admirably in each of his novels 

"dark of history, offering up versions past 

which, while not denied by the historical , jar our 

assumptions possibly undercut our the "official" 

record. In regard to his fictionalizations of history, Doctorow 

speaks for all historical novelists in saying "I'm fied 
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I made up ... is true, whether it happened or not. 

Perhaps truer because it didn't happen" (Trenner 69). In short, 

we are able to question and investigate what we call "history" 

through a fiction which nearly supplants the historical record. 

Moreover, Doctorow is fully aware that our culture at 

the same time both antihistorical and blindly allegiant to 

historical "facts." This is a paradox that allows simultaneously 

for the current devaluation of literature as a source of truth 

and for insistence upon realism as a literary value in modern 

fiction. Such a paradox, of course, places the historical 

novelist in a precarious situation: it appears he must favor 

either historical consensus oi imaginative reinterpretation. 

Doctorow succeeds in favoring both; his novels thus become filled 

with historical circumstances and personages fleshed out to meet 

the standards of his fiction and facilitate his interrogation, 

and subsequent rewriting, of the past. In Doctorow•s novels it 

any historical narrative cannot escape reshaping 

light of present issues, and this interpretive 

precisely what postmodern historical fiction 

calling to our attention. 

is 

the 

These concerns with the subj bases of both historical 

and fictional "truthsn are the foundation of Doctorow•s 

novel, The novel recounts a 

boy's rather meteoric rise from poverty, through 

underworld of organized crime during the 1930s, to a status, we 

infer, of wealth and prestige in conventional business. As in 
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works, Doctorow has blurred the admittedly elusive 

distinctions between history and fiction, blending the of 

his fictional character ly with that of an historically 

verifiable one, Arthur Flegenheimer, alias Dutch Schultz. What 

we receive in is a fictionalized reshaping the 

past, one which makes central what has been historically 

marginalized--namely, the role of Billy in the Dutch Schultz 

. By extension, Billy represents the role of the American 

in crime. In short, he functions as an Everyman 

novel, a metaphor for historical analysis, which allows 

Doctorow an opportunity to critique American society both past 

and present. 

From this base, Doctorow weaves, with laudable dexterity, 

his own vision of adolescence into the historical framework of 

post-Prohibition America. Doctorow himself grew up the 

same period in the same locale which his 

1 that he many same 

a 

as a 

for Doctorow, a 

's 1 as 

In 

1 by establ as a 

character. s 

as 

and an 1 

's success dependent on 

and work--on the "luck and plucl<:" that 

that 

iance 

made synonymous 
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does not come from following, as Alger's 

characters did, the traditional routes of an honest and virtuous 

living. In the course of the novel, Billy becomes involved in 

all aspects of organized crime, including murder. The underlying 

structure Billy is undeniably the American Dream 

story. However, in Doctorow's hands it is subtly reworked to 

provide not only an informative narrative of the past, but also 

an obl commentary on the present. 

that Doctorow did a great deal of research 

for this novel, for many of the events in Billy Bathgate are 

historically verifiable. The novel , in fact, so full of 

incidental detail that, as Marguerite Alexander has observed, n 

would require an exhaustive knowledge the period to pronounce 

on the authenticity of each comment or episode attributed to the 

who move in out of narrative" (136) .. Following 

traditional historical fiction, Doctorow 

both period (the 1930s) 

The aspect of 

n 1 Dutch 

during 

many of the 

-~u~-~, violating the so 

careful to .. In n Documents,n Doctorow 

themes 

's 1 are out as who 

"invented themselves." Persons like Dutch Schultz have "made 

themselves into fictions" already; , Doctorow claims, 
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the write ion about them (17). This is evident in 

in the contrast Doctorow establishes between the 

myth surrounding mob figures such as Dutch Schultz, especially as 

created in the newspapers, and the realities as Doctorow f 

sees them: the reader is privileged to see Schultz fictionalized 

by the media into someone Doctorow repeatedly shows us he is not. 

In Bathgate4 Doctorow manipulates historical events 

for own fictional purposes, causing us to question what we 

know to be, what we assume to be, and what might possibly be 

"true .. n The novel opens, for example, with Billy's 

the circumstances surrounding the mysterious 

Schultz's real-life crony Bo Weinberg. It was widely 

the time Weinberg found his way to the bottom of 

via cement shoes, at the hands of Schultz f, a 

of 

sea, 

of 

at 

that fit with the myth of organized crime. However, the 

event 

what has 

rumor as 

scene .. 

answers that 

his in a 

the historical record. 

Bo 

has not 

cinematic 

are 

's 

Bo 

rackets, we soon learn from 

flashback, that was juggling 
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him himself into the Schultz gang in the 

place. It was the habit of Billy and his friends to 

near the warehouse used by the Schultz gang in the of being 

11 noticed" by the powerful gangsters and taken in as a member, for 

this was a sure way out of their seemingly hopeless situations. 

Billy a loner this group, a self-made orphan who lives a 

separate and individual life. And what separates him further is 

his uncanny ability as a juggler, a talent that may viewed as 

a metaphor for the construction of the self. One momentous day, 

Billy is performing for friends a "Galilean maneuver" 

involving the juggling of two balls, an egg, an orange, and a 

stone, bel he was "not only the juggler but the only one 

who appreciated what the juggler was doing" (BB 25). What is of 

interest here is Billy's other juggl act, the manipulation of 

people's reactions, it through his skill as a performer 

Billy Dutch Schultz. Schultz also sees 

and 

whatever 

events 

f 

juggl 

, and with 

hands him a ten-

life will 

a 

form this narrative. 

, however, as more than just a mere device 

act a 

see Billy in the 

once the novel the scene just 
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•s initial attraction to Billy. 

as the novel progresses, we see Billy in the covert and continual 

of juggling his own fate, for his status the Schultz gang 

is uncertain throughout. Billy is forever questioning his role 

and each of actions, realizing that, as in juggling itself, 

the slightest of errors would irrevocably alter everything: 11 All 

I had to remember was how small a mistake was sufficient to 

change my fortune, maybe even without my knowing it" (BB 119). 

In creating Billy Doctorow himself may also be 

seen as a juggler, an artist juggling the past and the present, 

fictive and the . And in doing so, Doctorow makes Billy 

central to the .. The events of ly's life are what 

come to concern us the ; Dutch Schultz and his activities are 

in part peripheral, and we do see regarding Schultz 

always filtered through ly as narrator. Doctorow is concerned, 

we must both a vision of adolescence and the 

act of juggl 

himself 

luck, and 

incorporation 

characters as Schultz's 

from the "inside," through a 

of Billy his 

............................... , s own 

allows the 

start .. quickly from 

gang 

we 

a combination 

the 

by including such u ife" 

man, Irving, and burly 
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, Lulu Rosenkrantz. However, it is the subsequent 

of the fictional character Billy that makes up the 

larger portion of the novel. From Irving and Lulu, Billy learns 

the fundamentals of being a gangster, including the use of a gun. 

For the reader, Irving and Lulu represent the common denominator 

and the violent aspects of organized crime. 

Even more influential in Billy's life, perhaps more so than 

Schultz himself, is Schultz's financial wizard Otto "Abadabba" 

Berman, a man who "lived and dreamed numbers." otto stands as a 

complement to Schultz, Irving, and Lulu, representing the 

intellectual rather than the physical aspects of organized crime. 

otto is, above all, a business man, one who desires, in true 

capitalist fashion, to continually make money. However, it is 

not avarice 

numbers--money 

drives Otto but control, the manipulation of 

f becomes for him merely a series of numbers 

to be 

two 

as 

Thus, is from Otto that Billy learns the 

and savvy .. 

essence, Schultz as 

a they for Billy 

ly believes the unpredictably 

nature of what zed 

the 

questions 

would fail .. However, 

iefs, and by the 's he 

's are 

sense and social acumen of 

moves the p~ohibition era. Thus, it is from 

also receives the most significant , in not 
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but life itself. 

Doctorow's vision, of course, would be incomplete without 

that other significant aspect of adolescence, the flowering of 

love. He therefore intensifies his study of Billy's coming of 

age a powerful lesson in love from the novel's femme fatal, 

Drew Preston, one-time girlfriend of Bo Weinberg and present moll 

of Dutch Schultz. Billy witnesses this transfer at the onset of 

the novel, aboard the boat that delivers Bo to his watery death. 

Initially, disgusted by Drew's apparent lack of feeling 

for Bo the ease with which she moves from one man to the 

next. However, after Schultz has moved his operation upstate to 

Onondaga (to escape the pressure of the law in New York City 

ensure himself a " trial), Billy's opinions of Drew change. 

Forced together under the pretense of governess and ward, 

Drew and spend much time together, and an honesty develops 

their which unparalleled any other 

novel .. 

a 

my 

so as not to 

their 

Drew's questions 

, in a dramatic 

to 

is 

Bo's 

to 

, i.e., from 

enough 

, as admits to the reader: "I hoped 
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scene to both the animality of man and the sexual 

act, Doctorow has lly and Drew make love in the foul-smelling 

mud and scum of a country pond, a merger of the "real" and 

"imaginary" in its fullest sense .. 

Doctorow a tension in the dance between history and 

fiction in Bathgate with this illicit love affair. Billy 

knows that his feelings complicate matters, that his relationship 

with Drew is a betrayal of his mentor, and he knows the possible 

consequences. Even so, Billy is insightful enough to see that 

this change of situation has a parallel Schultz's underworld, 

where things are changing for the worse with rapidity. Billy is 

also intuitive enough to understand the true cause of such 

disloyalties: 

Dutch Schultz ..• brought betrayers forth from his 

nature, each our own manner shape and size but 

the common of betrayal, and then he went 

us. Not that I •t know, not that 

I 't know. I elevator each night to the 

or terror, 

s 

cover up 

New York 

and 

was hard to tell 

for when 

.~ .. ~~ .• sive and mal 

Martin .. 

in 

(194) 

used to 

murder of a 

Brought into the 

room Martin has been shot, ly confronted with 

and bleeding slumped over 

first finding shell, ly given a nose-breaking 

punch from Lulu and then positioned so that his blood mixes with 
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r 
) 

l 

's on sta carpet. This moment may be Billy's true 

moment of revelation: this sort of gratuitous violence shocks 

.. 
"' something he cannot seem to come to terms with or 

rationalize. Billy, therefore, remains separate from Schultz's 

gang even though he is an integral part of it. 

In detailing the exploits of the Schultz gang in Billy 

newspapers and other forms of documented history with remarkable 

creativity. In the summer and fall of 1935, The New ~~ Times 

prol use of news regarding Dutch Schultz: stories 

followed racketeering, hi~ court appearances for tax evasion, 

purported criminal connections, and of course his death. And 

this material Doctorow an historical foundation 

from which fiction. One of the more uses 

of the " Doctorow's 

Schultz's Doctorow allows us to see 

much 

reasons acquittal .. 

As his a 

in Onondaga be found 

at 

over the jury having 11 reached a based 

not on but on some other ("Crime," 12 
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1935: 13). Doctorow acknowledges the significance of 

remark in tens it in his narrative, his judge 

somewhat more rancorous: 

'Ladies and gentlemen, in all my years on the bench I 

have never witnessed such disdain of truth and evidence 

as you have manifested this day. That you could on 

hearing the meticulous case presented by the United 

States Government find the defendant not guilty on all 

charges so staggers the faith in the judicial process 

that I can only wonder about the future of this Republic. 

You are dismissed with no thanks from the court 

service. You are a disgrace.' (257) 

But for the reader of Bathgate the verdict 

your 

inexplicable, not a surprise at seems, in fact, quite 

he 

1 

In Doctorow•s account, we have been privileged to 

and to see Schultz's ongoing and 

juror's 

the 

upon 

f as a 

, recovers 

's farms 

are 

; the and 

. From 

emotions 

moment 

the 

He 

Billy in 

ized, but 

puzz 

Thus, Doctorow answers to the "whyn and "how" questions 

were likely prevalent at historical j , giving us 
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unders of newspaper-documented "truth" and, in part, 

the The reader is privileged to 

events not historical documentation. Due to 

Dutch Schultz is revealed to be both a more "human" character--

that , he shown to possess redeemable qualities such as 

generosity and humility--and a less heroic one. 

In connection with Schultz's trial, Doctorow also self

consciously creates a situation that underscores the centrality 

of history in Billy Bathgate and reflects upon the underlying 

structure of the novel. Having no responsibility, and being 

in Onondaga with Schultz's trial underway, Billy is 

sent to New York city. 'While there, Billy keeps himself 

abreast of the events of the trial by reading the local 

. His actions are interesting in that they mirror our 

own method of knowing and understanding not only the past 

also We rely documents for our knowledge 

of history. However, as Doctorow shows, it only 

now 

1 

The is 

are ; the n real behind , as 

reader truths thus 

a 

of 

by personal 

sel , for 

removes from 

elucidated that history from the onset. 

ficant because it functions to highl 
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the lity of documentation to fully relate history, past or 

Doctorow has created Billy as a character who is more 

attuned to the notion that history is manipulated, and this is a 

characteristic emphasized repeatedly in the novel. For example, 

just prior to leaving for Onondaga, Schultz impulsively murders 

one of his rivals in a New York barber shop. When Billy mentions 

the newspaper headline regarding it, "GRISLY GANGLAND MURDER," 

Schultz responds: "There wasn't nothing grisiy about it. That 

was newspaper bullshit 

as could be" (BB 111). 

it was as beautiful and professional 

Somewhat later, Billy philosophizes that 

news reporters are opinion-shapers, "composing for you the sights 

you would see and the opinions you would have ... like magicians 

whose tricks were words" {BB 212). And when Billy returns to his 

neighborhood in the Bronx, he sees that people's perception 

him is altered, shaped in large part by what has been reported 

newspapers: "··· I realized wherever I had been, 

I had done, the people knew about it not its 

but in of rackets" 

251) .. 

to that 

regarding organized , especially 

accompanies it. one aspect of mythology 

informing this novel that Doctorow seems interested 

in the violence of , 1 because 

to our owno To convey this sense, Doctorow uses very detailed 

descriptions to create vivid and striking images, as in 
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scene relating the slaughter of Dutch Schultz and 

his men. This scene is filled with the sort of incidental 

that may be found in media accounts of the event. one article on 

the shooting related not only the facts--that Arthur Flegenheimer 

and three companions were "felled" by gangland bullets at the 

Palace Chop House and Tavern on October 23, 1935--but also 

minutely detailed descriptions of the place itself ("Gangland 

Bullets .... ," New York Times 24 October: 1). These particulars 

all find their way into Doctorow•s narrative. More significantly, 

however, Doctorow here undercuts the inevitable violence by 

embracing it and having it filtered through the lens of his 

protagonist, Billy, who immersed in--and at the same time 

repulsed by--the violence he must narrate. Thus, Doctorow shapes 

this final scene to be both anti-mythic and anti-climactic: his 

fictionalization of historical particulars shatters the media's 

"factual," yet exaggeratedly heroic and violent, portrait 

gangland in 1930s and places the focus upon the 

instead 

The 

a 

Moreover, the scene anti-melodramatic; 

being an ending, it a hook that us along 

future, where organi 

Once aga , we see 

employed by Doctorow 

which 

crime 

us 

also 

as a "distant 

from a focus on 

particulars. s ficant to the novel's end the 

incorporation of Billy, for Doctorow•s ization of the 
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once allows him to successfully rewrite history and 

comment upon contemporary American society. As noted, Doctorow 

concerned with the presence of violence and the place of 

in the modern world. He able to explore these concerns, and 

perhaps provoke further ones, through fiction. At the novel's 

end, Bil escapes the fate of his mentors; he lives to recover 

both monies on hand and--after analyzing Dutch Schultz's 

death-bed ramblings--those hidden in numerous city stashes. 

According to history, the Schultz "fortune" was never found; 

according to Doctorow, Billy got it all. In short, Billy becomes 

the fictional answer to the historical mystery. But what we must 

not to see at end of the novel is Doctorow's commentary 

on in modern age. Billy embodies the transition from 

an overt and violent criminal organization to a covert and non-

violent one under the guise of legitimate business. 

For Doctorow, multifaceted corporations have the gangs, 

a 

to a 

Doctorow•s 

both 

sources. 

but rather an 

of 

roles of men 1 Dutch Schultz. 

use 

of 

I mean not an 

f.. What we 

is 

faith to 

to documented 

and 

novel 

, dependent , of 

of turn 

of the period in which he lived. Though 

not limited to this role, it is to a great extent 
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li of age that Doctorow examines. 

therefore, reveals our understanding of the 

past to be nothing more than a media fiction. Doctorow undercuts 

this misrepresentation by fictionalizing history and emphasizing 

that ly's education is also one in which he learns how to make 

his own life a fiction. We are left to believe that Billy has 

utilized the lessons of his experience with Dutch Schultz to 

questionable ends and has transformed not only himself but the 

era in which he came of age into the present. Business, like 

crime, Billy simply a new arena in which to juggle and 

reap financial reward. Thus, Doctorow obliquely examines the 

contemporary age as well. 

Although Doctorow's work is marked a realism not found 

the writings of either Boyle or Reed, this does not negate his 

as a significant writer of postm6dern historical fiction. 

Doctor ow less jocular and than others, and And 

certainly and shocking, combination 

of fact and fiction our preconceptions both 

1 and us to 

uses 

This questioning 

interogating and 

of and 

and 

novels their vitality. 

accepted 

Though it fairly to dismiss the complexities 
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with the practice of fictionalizing by claiming 

that this is the process of an artist "inventing" reality, and 

then assert that documented history is not at issue, naive 

to do so. The documented past is precisely what is at issue in 

the work of postmodern historical novelists. Doctorow's statement 

that "there is only narrative" attests to this. The issue of 

historical "truth" becomes central, and the postmodern historical 

novel forces us to consider the nature of that truth and the 

means for arriving at it. 
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Four: Ishmael Reed and Flight 

The writings Ishmael Reed stand in direct contrast to 

those of E.L. Doctorow for numerous reasons. Foremost, Reed's 

purpose as a postmodern historical novelist is more personal, 

centered upon the belief that the body of African-American 

history and literature has been both excluded and appropriated 

the white cultural establishment. Reed's use of history , then, 

a method of reclaiming the whole of black cultural experience. 

Moreover, whereas Doctorow adheres largely to the traditions of 

historical fiction and strives to downplay any transgressions 

from the documented , Reed intentionally foregrounds these 

transgressions and seeks to make them as apparent as possible. 

This self-conscious violation of constraints upon historical 

fiction--a 

writing" 

method that calls 

a common postmodern technique, but 

An of 

consideration of 

fictions .. of a 

's 

concern reclamation a cultural and a 

revisionism best displayed Reed's 

novel, (1976) .. 

that Reed's agenda as a historical novelist two-

fold. Reed concerned with of 
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as a means of understanding and representing black 

cultural experience, in addition to re-examining the more 

collective cultural past. Clearly, much of the African-American 

literary tradition can be read as successive attempts to create 

new narrative space for representing the black experience. Reed 

continues the struggle--believing this narrative space has yet to 

be fully formed within the predominantly white, European-based 

culture--by taking a highly revisionist approach, one that is 

both antagonistic and emancipatory. 

•s revisionist historical novels contradict the publ 

and flaunt anachronisms in order to facilitate a revised 

history, necessary because all past "truths,n particularly 

regarding black experience, are at best tenuous, for they are 

product of white views. Reed's revisions of history, on the one 

hand, supplement the historical record--that explore the 

"dark areas 11 in order to restore what has been and to 

reclaim experience for blacks--and, on the other 

hand, the historical record--in violate the , 

areas" propose an history. 

Reed acutely aware how American historians 

in response to philosophies and 

the time, and he knows that most historical 

have followed behind. Like writers of 

postmodern historical fiction, Reed recasts 

in fiction, thus posing 

poss ities of understanding f .. However, 

far beyond the revisionism of fellow practitioners 
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as E~L$ Doctorow. Reed rejects historical realism and 

veris itude to a degree unmatched by his contemporaries, 

thereby exposing the irrelevance of both revering and/or 

rejecting the past (Bergmann 200). Moreover, Reed's rejection of 

such conventions further emphasizes his intent to reappropriate 

black cultural experience. 

Reed's actions here, however, must not be misinterpreted to 

imply negation of history. We have said earl that postmodern 

texts in general are not anti-historical but a recreation of the 

past; they seek to restore what has been lost or destroyed. In 

the introduction to a collection of 

, Reed states that such restoration "is what my kind of 

writing is all about. It leads me to places where I can see old 

cultures resurrected, and made contemporary. Time past time 

present" (2). 

More specifically, we may say that Reed's novels are 

and re-exploring the history African-American 

. Through his fiction, Reed to establish 

an past and a identity 

in both the history mentality of America: "[Reed's] 

to 

to 

form as well .. 

a sense, 

to open a 

in 

blackness 

f" (Fox 6-7) .. Moreover, in his use of 

cons manages to consolidate disparate 

of black , both and oral, 

the possibil of the novel as a literary 
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Reed believes that the attitudes and assumptions of the 

white literary establishment are "steeped in the Euro-Christian 

tradition of authoritarian, dogmatic pontification" (Mackey 355), 

a tradition that accepts unending conflict between blacks and 

whites as a cultural model. This is something Reed seeks to 

destroy. For him, the historical novel is "really artistic 

guerilla warfare against the Historical Establishment•• (O'Brien 

177), an effort to "sabotage history" so that the cultural 

elitists 

won't know if we [blacks] are serious or whether 

we are writing fiction. They made their own fiction, just 

like we made our own. But they can't tell whether our 

fictions are the real thing or whether they're merely 

fictional.. Always keep them guessing." (O'Brien 179) 

In all his writings, Reed satirizes the myths, institutions, 

and underlying values of our cultural establishment, and then he 

rewrites their origins and histories. Therefore, the objects of 

's attacks are multiple, ranging from Christianity, Western 

art morality, and our democratic ideals details of 

What 

and the speci myths that shape the 

•s of our past and present culture, 

, have a strong and obsessive moral and 

certain behaviors and supporting others. 

supported most adamantly in Reed's writing 

redefinition of the 

past. basic tenets of Neo-HooDooism are set forth 

in an essay entitled "Nee-HooDoo Manifesto," which explains 
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HooDoo practices and beliefs. "HooDoo" was·the 

derogatory term used to describe the African traditions and 

"superstitions" that made their way to the New World via the 

"Voodoo" cults of the Caribbean. Reed, however, reverses this 

perception, revitalizing and revalidating the term to express, 

esse~ce, a positive black cultural history. For Reed, Neo-HooDoo 

is all-encompassing, comprised of a multitude of loas (spirits) 

which affect all aspects of life. Neo-HooDoo is sensual and 

sexual (21}. It is a force that animates and unites and 

celebrates .. Neo-HooDoo 11believes that every man is an artist and 

every artist a priest" (2 • Nee-HooDoo is Nee-African, and its 

stories are the basis for African-American oral traditions (22). 

But perhaps most of all, Neb-HooDoo is a Church itself, an 

alternative to the "Cop Religion" of Christianity and its "Cop 

God," Jeho-vah [sic] (23) .. According to Reed, Neo-HooDooand its 

revolutionary followers are opposed to things such as television, 

museums, symphony , churches and "art music and 

1 departments ing universities which 

the of (25). 

, Reed's Neo-HooDooism, with its concomitant focus 

a for use of 

1 and historical 

black and white--for 

Zora , Richard 

, and as well as , and T.S 

(Hutcheon 134}. In short, we see in his 

novels the history that he subverts through his typical 
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of meaning, excessive word play~ and multiple, often 

highly obscure, allusions. 

Reed's novels underscore the conflict evident in our society 

between two rival authorities, "one authentic (the multicultural 

and nativistically A~erican lower-middle class, which has 

invented jazz, blues, rock and roll ... and other items native to 

our shore), and the other a carry over from a long-dead power 

(the European colonialism, with its monocultural rhetoric and 

monological dictates)" (Klinkowitz, Literary Subversion 23). 

Reed's work, both fictional and non-fictional, indicates how one

sided and exclusionary many standards of cultural authority in 

America are and, as Klinkowitz further notes, how an entire 

culture is systematically excluded by "an educational and media 

organization pledge to a set of ideals blind to 'nativistic' 

literature" (24). To accomplish this task of pointing up and 

then destroying inequalities, Reed focuses on history, 

reappropriating and the in order to more 

ly understand . Reed's subsequent emphasis on 

black to a theme 

consistent throughout work: the of the untold 

African-Americans as creators culture .. 

the novel in Reed most 

uses, and most freely 

demands a rewriting of 

ies, the Nee-HooDoo 

.. And 

which 

that 

the blurring of fact and fiction, as well as the radical 

violations of the "dark areas" of history, to an Here 
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ly shocking his readers, distorting the past 

as a means of appropriating and incorporating it into his 

fiction. The Civil War, Reconstruction, Southern aristocracy and 

hypocrisy, slavery, and slave narratives all become grist for 

Reed's mill. The result is an alternative history of this era 

that works to expunge the superiority of both literary and 

historical canons. 

Reed's use of history in Flight Canada is consistent with 

the tenets of Nee-HooDoo. Nee-HooDoo "reinterprets and reinvents; 

it uses time disjunctionally and synchronically to illustrate 

social truths by juxtaposition with their opposites'' (Martin 83). 

Thus, in Flight Canada, Reed telescopes time and incorporates 

twentieth-century technology into the past: planes, telephones, 

TVs, and related technologies,-are all superimposed upon the 

Civil War era. And in a resonant departure, the assassination of 

Abraham Lincoln televised from Ford's Theatre, invoking 

of the assassinations of John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther 

, and Robert Kennedy our own But Reed's purpose here 

to 

beyond mere virtuosity-~he 

elusiveness of 

~A .. WU.~~ize the relevance of the to 

history in 

historical 

set primarily Civil War era, 

us a version of the Deep South as a Camelot presided over 

by Massa (King) Arthur swil , a Virginian 

owner .. no 

or is 11 the Wasp's Jerusalemn and Swille 

1 that is Eurocentric and Negrophobic. In 
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•s sarcasm deep, as in the following direct 

attack on Eurocentric historical myths: "Arthur and his knights 

(were] so refined that they launched a war against the Arabs for 

an objet d'art, treated their serfs like human plows" (15) o 

Of course, this situation is analogous to the treatment of 

blacks by whites, Reed is also showing his bitterness toward the 

oppressors of African-Americans. 

The plight of the oppressed is embodied in Flight to Canada 

the central character, Raven Quickskill. The novel mainly 

centers on Raven's escape from his slavery, his owner Swille's 

attempts at returning Raven to captivity, and Raven's experiences 

as a free man~ For Reed, this simple plot a metaphor which 

illuminates larger cultural issues: the history of slavery and 

meaning of freedom for blacks, both then and now; the 

appropriation of a black history by white culture; the 

attitudes of blacks themselves towards both slavery and freedom; 

and, above all, the methods of reacquiring the past and 

artistic In to at his 

both epic (the War f) tragic 

(e.g., President Lincoln's assassination), episodes that 

an amount of contradictory by 

, Reed writing about control, of both 

and history, and in doing so he strives to liberate 

from the of conventional 

opens with a poem written by Quickskill 

and to Swille. The poem, which functions as a prologue 
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to itself, is also titled "Flight to Canada." In 

it, Raven flaunts his escape from Swille's plantation, bragging 

of how he returned numerous times, slept in swille's bed, drank 

from his wine cellar, slept with his prime Quadroon, and poisoned 

his Old Crow. What irritates Swille the most is that Raven used 

his literacy, "the most powerful thing in the pre-technological 

pre-post-rational age," to "betray" Swille: Raven forges freedom 

papers and alters Swille's books so that he has no invoices for 

newly purchased slaves. In short, Raven, like Reed, rewrites 

history. Raven's poem, then, is for him also a form of freedom, 

for it encapsulates and claims as its own the very history that 

it foreshadows in the novel. 

The novel proper begins with a brief narration by Raven, 

given in italics, which in places directly states what many 

postmodern historical fictionists, and Reed most especially, are 

now their writings: "t,;rho to say what fact 

what is fiction? 18 (7). of accepting responsibility 

decision--a near impossibility anyhow, considering the 

contradictory nature of historical documentation--Reed keeps the 

"Where does fact leave off and fiction begin?" 

, in own time, sound 

1 mumbo-jumbo? 11 (10). However, the message presented most 

emphatically by Raven's earlier assertion "It will always be a 

mystery, • New disclosures are as 

(8). The eclecticism of 

illuminates the truth of this statement. 

as the most 

canada 

Raven's first-person narration switches at this point into 
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a narrative. We see Raven sitting at Massa Swille's 

kitchen table, reminiscing about his experiences as a prelude to 

writing them down in what will become the history of himself and 

those who populate the text of Flight to canada. The plantation, 

we learn, has been magnanimously converted. into a home for 

"blacksmiths, teachers, sculptors, (and] writers" at Raven's 

suggestion {11). The centers of control have shifted, and an 

African-American voice in art has displaced the white power 

structure. But only by progressing through the novel can we see 

how this transformation came about. Therefore, from the second 

chapt.er forward Flight Canada is entirely a flashback. The 

narrative has a circularity common to postmodern texts: it 

essentially begins where the novel physically ends. Thus, by 

showing the continual interplay of past and present, Reed's 

technique underscores his concern with the relevance of history 

to the present .. 

structure of from this point can be 

seen as both an inversion and parody of traditional slave 

, the foundation 1 

tradition, the paradigmatic example being 

{1845), wherein recounts his 

to the North in 1838.. Slaves in "actual" history 

had to obtain freedom before they could give voice to their 

enslavement, a sense repeating it through autobiographical 

narration. But in plot of Raven 

in 

Canada as his story, 

poem and then bodily in his movement to 

flashback, is revealed. 
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Reed parodying slave narratives, emphasizing that 

history (and his story) is made of many stories, most of which 

have been suppressed by the nofficial" records, he is evidently 

incensed by the appropriation of such autobiographies by white 

culture. The first section of Flight to Canada, entitled "Naughty 

Harriet," depicts Harriet Beecher Stowe stealing the story for 

Uncle Tom's Cabin from an earlier slave narrative, The Life of 

Josiah Henson, Formerly s Slave. For Reed, this act of 

"borrowing" is unconscionable and constitutes a spiritual 

destruction: 

[Henson's story] was short, but it was his. It was 

all he had. His story. A man's story is his gris-gris, 

you know. Taking his story is like taking his gris-

gris. The thing that himself. It's like robbing a 

man of his Etheric Double. (FC 8) 

In Reed attempts to the text of 

history away from those who would control , i.e., Harriet 

and other abolitionists and historians who have 

u Moreover, 

white society to take the 

or to sees as a 

i.e .. , that 

promote what 

ied on the Emancipatorn Abraham 

for their freedom. Therefore, in we see 

liberating themselves, some through 

, like Raven, through 

Later in novel, we Raven writing the 

of Uncle Robin, Swille's most trusted house Raven, 
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a black man slave, is asked to write Uncle Robin's 

story so that he may have the protection that Uncle Tom (i.e., 

Josiah Henson) did not have. Though Uncle Robin is modeled on 

Uncle Tom, Reed presents him much less superficially. Uncle 

Robin's public behavior that of the loyal and humble house 

slave, but his private behavior is manifest rebellion. His 

faithful, docile and unintelligent manner is only an illusion for 

the benefit of his oppressors; in their absence, Uncle Robin 

cunningly plots against them. We are privileged, then, to see 

events and behaviors otherwise suppressed by an appropriated 

history. 

Like Reed, Uncle Robin wants to clandestinely sabotage the 

establishment. His desires are realized at the end of the novel 

where we learn that he has gradually poisoned Swille over time 

with doses of Coffee-Mate and re-written Swille's will in his own 

favor. Uncle Robin's action may be seen as a linguistic short-

circuiting the of dynastic inheritance, which 

one Reed's recurrent : the autonomy and continuity of 

oppression can be broken, and can be attained. 

But of what kind? There is ambiguity inherent in the 

For Uncle Robin, at point, it physical freedom, 

complement of the more important spiritual freedom that he 

has all along .. As Charles DeArman , "Freedom from the 

psychological, emotional, and intellectual cant imposed on 

[ ] by the means to come to 

for one's self" { 166) .. Uncle Robin has always known this. For 

, slavery is a state mind, one he escaped even in 
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, too, less a place than a state of mind, the 

equivalent freedom. Early in the novel, Uncle Robin says of 

swille's plantation "this my Canada 11 (19), for he knows that 

freedom is anywhere he makes it. The historical Canada is but 

one ible destination for Raven and his fellow escapees, 

Leechfield and 40s. Initially they flee to the American West, 

where they learn that Canada is not the refuge they believed it 

to be. Reed seems to be aware that many slaves were often 

illegally brought back from Canada; those who stayed often 

endured great injustices due to the color of their skin. The 

indirection in the plot and the undercutting of Canada as the 

freedom illustrates that there is no geographical 

place of ideal freedom for African-Americans. Reed is showing 

that black Camelots do not exist--in America or Canada or 

anywhere--while at the same time a white Camelot (the American 

South) thrives, built upon the suffering of blacks. But this is 

an easy or 

fellow 

lesson to learn. Unl 

do not realize 

is but half the 

Uncle Robin, Raven 

the physical 

In documenting the "methods" of escape, 

that did not mean freedom social stigma or 

the mind. We what has happened 

Leechfield and 40s when Raven goes to visit them and encourage 

them to band together for "the cause." selling 

body for pornographic photo in to earn money to 

buy his freedom, and 40s is holed with a shotgun, to 

kill anyone who wants to enslave him again. Neither one 
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in the race issue, only in themselves. Moreover, they 

see Raven as a "house nigger" deferential to the white man. 

pointing out that their failure to pull together now, though 

irrational, indicative of the rivalry caused from the social 

structure on the plantation, i.e., the separation of house and 

field slaves. Because they believe that in order to retain self

esteem they must relinquish their racial identity, they have lost 

a sense of identification with their ancestors and a future 

orientation with their race (DeArman 170). 

Flight to Canada also illustrates that the stereotypical 

image of the black man as a heathen ignores the positive aspects 

of black diversity. Reed, therefore, fashions characters of many 

types, emphasizing that the slaves were not as one-dimensional as 

history and cultural stereotypes would lead us to believe. As we 

have seen, Raven, Leechfield, and 40s are unique, individual 

characters. But offers us as well the quintessential model 

of the historical slave in Cato, Swille's most loyal and 

servant, and perhaps the true Uncle Tom.. To 

, cato is a "yellow Judas." Unl Uncle Robin, his 

not All Cato•s actions 

all blacks must be dutiful of 

i .. e .. , ideology of the Old South. In essence, 

Cato 

betrays his fellow 

his master's tool and surrogate: he 

by informing on them, and he helps 

"heathenism" blacks by them onto the 

cultn (53) .. 

•s sympathies obviously do not reside with , for 
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has been rnis-educated by white society into a belief that his 

race somehow inferior. However, Cato does illustrate that the 

belief in racial inferiority may be ingrained in blacks; it has 

been perpetuated over the generations, and has worked against the 

black masses by keeping them oppressed and subservient, even into 

the modern age. Essentially, history itself has shaped the 

collective mind-set. For perpetuating the belief in black 

inferiority, Reed points the finger of blame at blacks as well as 

whites, as is evident not only in h.is depiction of cato, but also 

in his less-than~admirable portrayals of certain black characters 

in Flight to Canada. 

Nevertheless, in Flight to Canada, Reed reserves the least 

flattering portrayals whites, especially those associated 

with swille, who are characterized as being either racist or 

ignorant or both. We see this illustrated in a scene in which two 

Nebraskaites who are working for Swille arrive in Emancipation 

City to "claim" Raven and return him to slavery. The Nebraskaites 

are familiar with Raven's poem and, in a surprisingly civil 

manner, discuss with him, expressing their bel that it 

not autobiographical, for "that would have been too 

compl for a slave" (63). Moreover, they completely miss 

point of Raven's lament, in a speech that echoes Ralph 

lisen's 

the comrade of the inanimate": 

1 I am property. I am a thing. I am same species 

as any other kind of property .. We form a class, a family 

of things. This long black deacon's bench decorated with 
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white roses I'm sitting on is worth more than me-

five hundred dollars. Superior to me. 1 

'Fine thought. Fine thought. You see, I told you 

they can think in the abstract.• the short one said. (64) 

By limiting the roles of these two white men in this way, 

Reed is not only criticizing their views but also reversing the 

one-dimensionality imposed upon blacks by both history and 

literature. In short, Reed makes the white Nebraskaites into 

stock characters who can do no more than espouse conventional, 

racist beliefs, which are, according to Reed, all too common and 

acceptable in contemporary American society. 

Reed further addresses the historical representation of 

minorities in to Canada by incorporating the character 

Quaw Quaw Tralaralara. Quaw Quaw, a Native American, is renowned 

for performing Indian dances on the college circuit. According 

to Raven, however, she has "sold out" to the establishment by 

allowing f to be exploited for the purpose entertainment 

alone: nLook, Quaw your Indian; that's what 

and 're giving to . You • re the of the new 

~~~~~ism" (96). Raven refuses to act in the same way, for he 

fears of offering himself and culture unto 

ishment: "They're going your Indian and my 

on microfilm and then they're going to put you on the nickel 

and me on a , and that'll be the of it" (96) .. In 

Reed 

sense of 

be both control 

here that the dominant culture destroys 

by it a commodity, one that can 

contained. And for Reed, this yet 
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example of the appropriation and subjugation of minority 

culture .. 

Although Quaw Quaw counters Raven's criticisms of her, Reed 

quickly undercuts her position and gives special credence to 

Raven's statements regarding race. In response to Raven's claim 

that she is detached from her heritage, Quaw Quaw accuses Raven 

of too concerned with "that race stuff" and adds: "You•re 

too ethnic.. You should be more universal." He replies: "How can 

I be universal with a steel collar around my neck and my hands 

cuffed all time and my feet bound?" {96). Raven's question 

here stands as a metaphor which illuminates the cultural slavery 

that Reed believes still exists in America. 

According to Reed, the white cultural establishment 

perpetuating the tradition of manipulating and suppressing the 

contributions of not only blacks but all minority groups. This 

a point underscored by Raven's later verbal attack on Quaw Quaw's 

husband, Yankee Jack, a "respectable" pirate and •s 

quintessential white man: 

American sensibil 

the way you 

.. They see, 

you want to , see and 1 

, the best-seller 1 

sway over the 

1 to what 

to.. You decide 

and Academy 

the legs of your rivals, making them 

they can't refuse.' (150) 

For not 

ability to any significant change in 

American society.. Slavery, according to Reed, not been 
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but transformed, maintained in covert ways by the dominant 

power structure of America .. To the inequality, and to 

take control of the present, Reed overtly reclaims and reshapes 

the appropriated past, thus underscoring a scathing critique of 

contemporary society that is both accurate and hard to ignore. 

In Flight to Canada, Reed questions, reinterprets, and 

revises American history, forcing it to conform to his Nee-HooDoo 

aesthetic. Of course, this radical approach has brought Reed 

numerous detractors. In a recent essay, entitled ''The Tradition 

of serious Comedy Afro-American Literature," Reed acknowledges 

the difficulties in bringing his Neo-HooDooism to the reading 

public: 

Employing styles associated with Afro-American culture 

.•. can often invite misunderstanding in a society whose 

intellectual and cultural leaderships embrace ambivalent 

toward Afro-American culture. 135) 

far from ambivalent in his attitudes toward 

and from conveying them. Not surprisingly, use 

of unconventional techniques to further ambitious goal 

not found easy acceptance. Because of his 

literature, Reed f been often 

not a writer of "serious" literature, and reputation 

subsumed under the often derogatory euphemism 

, as if his stature as an 

to some corner of the absurd, or else ..• al 

him to dismissed summarily" (Gates, Rev .. of FC 79) .. 
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the eclecticism of Reed's work in general has 

many critics to disregard it as mere farce and a forum for the 

author to display his virtuosity, such views the 

a like canada. For Reed, other 

postmodern historical novel , many the "facts" 

are both as fabricated and incredible as fiction. Fact and 

fiction overlap, and only when the two are juxtaposed, as they 

are Reed's novel, can one see the similarities. And although 

self-consciously performing and parading artistic 

abil in writings, his purpose runs much than mere 

entertainment, and it more profound. Foremost, Reed 

interested in a reformation of the imagination and the dominant 

cultural mind-set. Reed's brand of revisionism thus makes use of 

history and uncertainty order to promote a 

viewpoint that helps collapse the and 

means 

1 

As 

in 

il 

to a better, 

that 

himself. 

the 

(71).. In an 

not 

are acknowledging the fact that 
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si forever struggles to be (re)known. Their ironic 

recycling of prior forms, parodic reinterpretations of the past, 

and intertextual transformations of history into fictional art 

give voice not only to this revision of history, but also to a 

new identity for us as Americans. 

For Reed, this project is ultimately one of incorporating 

both African-American and European traditions into a pluralistic 

world view, as he acknowledges in the essay "Serious Comedy 

Afro-American Literature": "Instead of dismissing the entire 

Afro-American oral tradition as a pile of backward mumbo-jumbo, 

perhaps we can learn through it to tolerate cultures that are 

different from our own, and maybe this knowledge will help us 

solve some of the complex problems that face our world" (Writin• 

141) 0 
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Chapter Five: T. Coraghessan Boyle and Music 

The work of T. Coraghessan Boyle, like that of both E.L. 

Doctorow and Ishmael Reed, is informed by the belief that history 

is textually documented and, therefore, problematic. Although 

Boyle has been less vocal than either Doctorow or Reed about his 

philosophies regarding fiction, it is evident that he shares the 

idea that history and fiction are inseparable forms of narrative, 

and that a viable (perhaps only) way to understand the former 

through latter. History is a series of possible truths, but 

no singular truth has precedence. It is this attitude, as 

expressed in his novels, that makes Boyle a writer of postmodern 

historical fiction, one who sees above all things the "gaps" in 

the historical record where documented "facts" are questionable .. 

Boyle's and practice is then to capitalize upon these gaps 

and offer an alternative history. Such practice at the 

Boyle's work, but it displayed best in Boyle's 

first novel, (1981). 

novel in detail, however, let us 

consider •s bel and intentions as a writer of 

postmodern historical fiction. Boyle recognizes that history, 

which been traditionally considered to be non-fictional, 

comes writing. 

Boyle acutely aware of how both those directly involved in 

historical events and subsequent historians have rewritten the 
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to to either individual or collective interpreta-

tions. In short, they have, however inadvertently, rewritten 

history, shattering the presumed objectivity of the past. 

Like both Doctorow and Reed, Boyle thus attempts to point 

out the relativity of textualized history and the fallacy of 

believing that historical texts somehow embody a past "reality." 

Boyle sees historical texts as varieties of fiction because they 

contradict themselves and one another; he is, therefore, free to 

self-consciously rewrite history through fiction and propose 

alternative realities. He does so by playing with the supposedly 

objective narratives of his historical sources and showing them 

to be subjective, thereby underscoring the inaccuracy of all 

historical documentation. 

Like Doctorow, Boyle capitalizes upon those aspects of 

history that are least documented and most ambiguous. But Boyle 

is not bound by realism or verisimilitude to the extent that 

is. In Water Music, the anachronisms are more blatant, 

the parody is more obvious, and the tone is more jocular, less 

, than in Doctorow's Billy Moreover, 

•s feel for the absurd a quality to his work that, on 

one , destroys the lusions that Doctorow so 

maintains yet, on the other hand, allows for a stronger 

to contemporary American culture. 

Boyle speaks acknowledgement of this fact a 

, commenting upon fictions: nr 1 to use 

history as part of the myth that informs what we are now, 

than reproducing factually what might have happened ..... what I 
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up a story that uses the history, the 

characters and the place as elements in a satisfactory, artistic 

whole" (Brisick 72). Boyle's idea regarding history as myth is 

significant for contemporary writers of historical fiction in 

that it illustrates their efforts to rewrite mythic meaning by 

reinterpreting the past. 

Nevertheless, Boyle does not take his revisions of the past 

to the extreme that Ishmael Reed does in Flight to Canada. Like 

Reed, Boyle contradicts the public record, flaunts anachronisms, 

and injects an irreverent humor into his novel. But Boyle is not 

attempting to displace the historical record in Water Music. 

Instead, he is supplementing it and restoring what has literally 

been lost over time. For Boyle, like Doctorow, history is still 

very much a road map; yet Boyle, like Reed, has no fear of 

occasionally veering off the road order to elucidate a point, 

an endeavor that is well exampled in water Music. 

Music (1981} a fictional account of the 

the Scottish explorer Mungo Park and ventures into 

of Africa between 1795 1806. It is evident 

novel central to the 

each of sections takes title 

"Niger" recounts his first visit to Africa, "Yarrow" 

to England, "Niger his 

a second time .. ing •s , Boyle 

draws heavily upon his sources for details (e.g., the time 

of Park's journeys and the in various African and 
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local )e Due to this, Boyle's account is one that 

might be shelved alongside the historical documents he has 

consulted. In most respects, Water Music is a painstakingly 

researched historical narrative. 

But Boyle adds to the history informing his novel and 

further blurs the tenuous distinctions between fact and fiction. 

In Water Music, Boyle "fictionalizes" history by self-consciously 

elaborating the roles of those persons marginalized by historical 

documentation and by incorporating invented non-historical 

figures .. Most prominent among these is Ned Rise, who becomes 

Mungo· Park's fictional parallel in the lower-class world of 

London and the novel's other central figure. Boyle then 

alternates between the stories of Ned and Mungo, paralleling 

their exploits until the end of the novel, where they are merged. 

Thus, Boyle is able to play upon the myth of the heroic explorer, 

showing Park to be quite different from, and less than, what the 

historical record has acknowledged, and allowing Ned to 

ultimately usurp that role. 

Despite 's "Apologia" at the onset, which izes 

that impetus behind is aesthetic and that 

does not wish to n 

events that are a of record, 11 

dramatize or reconstruct 

adherence to sources 

at times so meticulous that the novel ultimately offers up a 

viable alternative history, one that often competes with the 

"truths" expressed other narratives.. And though 

Boyle deliberately anachronistic, and at times reshapes 

documented historical "facts,n his expansion upon the 
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areasn of , upon the gaps that generate so many questions, 

makes an alternative explanation of history that is at once 

absurd and acceptable. In a sense, then, the fictional version 

presented in Water Music is a more viable "reality." 

The central narrative source for Water Music is Park's own 

Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa (1799), an account of 

his first trip into West Africa between the years 1795 and 1797, 

under the direction of the African Association in England, to 

determine the course of the Niger River. Of equal prominence are 

Park's The of _g_ Mission to the Interior of Africa (1815), 

consisting the original journal (given to his guide Isaaco 

transference to England), which recounts the events of his failed 

second expedition to Africa, and the additional journals of his 

two guides, Isaaco and Amadi Fatouma, which form the basis of 

information regarding Park's demise. Since the publication of 

, numerous secondary biographies and other accounts 

have appeared, quoting liberally from •s texts and striving 

to clarify the many mysteries surrounding Park's experiences on 

expedition and subsequent death. All of these texts, 

course, are grist for 's , and he draws 

of Mungo Park and upon them in 

Ned , who is into historical 

with precision. 

Boyle draws Ned Rise from the social and literary history 

, a pulled--with 

the lowest stratum of a Dickensian London: 

Not Twist, not Copperfield, not Fagin himself had a 
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to compare with Ned Rise's. He was unwashed, 

untutored, unloved, battered, abused, harassed, deprived, 

starved, mutilated and orphaned, a victim of poverty, 

ignorance, ill-luck, class prejudice, lack of opportunity, 

malicious fate and gin. His was a childhood so totally 

depraved even a Zola would shudder to think of it. ~ 34) 

Through the explication of Ned's troubled life, Boyle is able to 

examine and comment directly upon late eighteenth- and early 

nineteenth-century society, which he views as a morass of filth, 

decadence, and inhumanness, and to comment indirectly upon 

contemporary society, which he views in much the same way. Ned's 

childhood began, we learn, with being literally stolen from his 

mother's womb by a mysterious old hag. A stonecutter named 

Edward Pin saved Ned, but only to apprentice him to the arts of 

begging in the streets and suffering the abuses of a drunkard, 

which included the mutilation of Ned's right hand as a method of 

evoking even more sympathy in donors. Ned's life improves when 

he taken under the tutelage of a musician named Barrenboyne, 

but Barrenboyne soon dies in a duel, and Ned, now an adult, is 

alone. 

Having established this bleak background, Boyle 

to parallel the 1 of Ned and Mungo in Each 

man's life is a series of successes and failures, and these are 

continually juxtaposed. However, being of low social status 

having 1 mobility, Ned stands in stark contrast to the 

wealthy and well-connected Mungo Park. In fact, as we shall see 

in detail later, Ned's final interaction with establishes 
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the foremost contrast in the novel, in essence pitting the 

f inst the historical$ 

Due to proliferation of "dark areas" in the historical 

record, Boyle able to take the most liberties with Ned in 

to the point of making Ned a symbolic Christ figure. 

He seen to 11 rise from the dead" numerous times in the novel. 

In the of these resurrections, he is pulled the frozen 

by two fisherman. For later offenses, including the 

a nobleman and the selling of sturgeon roe and shoe 

as high-grade Russian caviar, is hanged, and his body is 

taken by scientists for "the chance to extend the limits of 

anatomical understanding .. " However, in the chapter aptly titled 

"Lazarus," when his leg sliced open, Ned again, 

only 

Ned 

out from choked. Although these 

seem to indicate that Ned is fortunate, 

no 

In contrast, 

he has in 

placed back into 

having 

in 'li 

circumstances: 

same 

Boyle chooses to 

rise to 

Ned), brings us 

some nine or ten months Park's 

At the of the , we 

moorish camp at Benowm for some 

, have been 

It 

at 

omniscient 
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we learn of Park's life prior to this moment and 

see reconstructed the intentions behind his expedition and the 

circumstances of its inception. Mungo Park had made his way to 

Pisania on the river Gambia in the spring of 1795 and there spent 

over six months organizing the first expedition; the deal was 

clinched in hiring Johnson, a Mandingo native, to act as guide 

and interpreter, his price being, according to Boyle, "the 

complete works of Shakespeare, in quarto volumes" (13). This 

request, unsubstantiated by the historical record, and the 

granting of it elevate both Johnson and Park as fictionalized 

characters without negating the possibility of such an exchange-

history has been elaborated, 'but its 11Validity" this has 

not been undermined. 

Boyle, however, quickly undercuts the heroic stature of 

Mungo Park as he traces Park's journey from its inauspicious 

. Leaving Pisania in December of 1795, Park soon came 

upon : at , the , whom he thought 

with , robbed him of nearly half his 

the necess of the 

a running Park 

laneous In 

commentary, this parodic 

serves to both the that history is some sense more 

and notion that Mungo 

a 

to the historical record, however, was 

by the initial setback nbehaved as if he had made 
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mind from the start to lose all his property if need be, as 

as he had his life and freedom to proceed" (Lupton 55). 

This obsessiveness is adopted by Boyle in characterizing Mungo 

Park and evident most especially in the third section of 

~~~~ where Mungo becomes utterly monomaniacal in his quest for 

origin of the Niger. The intertextual appropriation of a 

past literature should not be lost on the reader here: Boyle is 

f-consciously rewriting the role of the fictional Ahab from 

Melville's Dick£ complete with a reckless and unrestrained 

boat-ride, to shape own vis of Mungo Park. 

In elaborating upon Park, Boyle the role of 

Allison Anderson, Park's fiancee, and later his wife. Ailie, as 

she is nicknamed, is "as patient as n waiting for Park 

return and make good on promise to her; but time wears 

her thin. The first correspondence to her that Boyle 

us to see a sent from July of 1795, 

in which that the completed by 

1 she 

1 encounter no 

the 

course 

Boyle's 

both 

even 

see 

ill 

a 

1 Park states: 11 we 

as we avoid 

( 60) .. is 

, but not on we have been 

stumble 1 and have 

the Moors the 

nothing than 

to ze 

, of 
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aware that, outside of passing references, little 

mention is made of Ailie in either Park's Travels or The 

what mention is made of her by early biographers tends to de-

emphasize her role to that of a receiver of personal ; 

ison has remained, therefore, in the backgrouhd of a male

dominated history. It is profitable to emphasize at this point 

that historical documentation inaccurate, or at least greatly 

biased, and fiction can remedy this. Boyle, therefore, takes 

what has been marginalized and makes it central to the narrative. 

Ailie is for us a key figure in the novel, and observation of her 

relationship with Mungo helps shape our view, allowing us to more 

judge him by comparing what he achieves with what he 

neglects. 

Boyle creates a counterpart to Mungo's relationship with 

ie through the fictional character Fanny Brunch, Ned':,,s love 

Fanny, the upstairs parlormaid of Sir Joseph Banks, 

Treasurer of the African Association, is the embodiment 

that pure and innocent (however, in •s version of 

, she not remain this way for 

Fanny's with 1 us to better 

in many ways, but 

ly sel and 

of course, stands direct contrast to Mungo Park, who only 

neglectful. Comparing 

the n Park, 

of Ned. Thus, Boyle inverts historical myths 

reveals 
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Women, , are not the only persons marginalized in the 

accounts regarding Mungo Park. Likewise de-emphasized, 

particularly by Park himself, are his guides on each of the two 

expeditions, Johnson and Isaaco. References to these two men in 

both •s Travels and Journal are at best superficial and 

brief. Lewis Gibbon's 1934 biography, 'Niger: The of Mungo 

park, redresses this marginalization in expanding the guides' 

roles by incorporating information from their journals. Gibbon's 

work is a rather romanticized version of Parle's exploits, has 

a rather melodramatic, fictional quality to it, partly conveyed 

through the omniscient voice (e .. g., 11 He shivered and wrapped 

coat about , watching [the] cold, grey landscape ide past" 

[250]). It is, in sense, akin to Boyle's novel, though it 

lacks the parodic tone and irreverent attitude toward documented 

history evident in postmodern texts. 

In the more recent Park (1971), 

of 

Johnson 

a 

most 

has 1 pointed out the 

Isaaco to Lupton's work stands 

to 

, typical 

more 

details •s 

in mystery and largely 

Boyle who 

, of course, 

unadorned but 

ective" historical 

, which was 

to history .. 

the 

combining 

Johnson. Johnson appears in 

the start and rema until near the end, 
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he a f hiatus and appears a second time in a 

guise. Nearly half-way into the novel, Boyle has 

Johnson "snapped up like a cocktail olive" in the jaws of a 

hungry crocodile and pulled down into the primordial ooze (149). 

But shortly after the beginning of the second expedition, at the 

township of Dindikoo, Mungo once again meets up with his faithful 

guide, Johnson, who inexplicably insists now on being called 

Isaacoo And in case we are confused, Boyle emphasizes the 

continuity with Johnsonjisaaco•s latest request: his services 

this time around require "Milton, Dryden and Pope. Leather

bound, gilt edges" (342) .. 

elevates and develops Johnson more fully as a 

character by transforming history, i.e., by combining Johnson 

with Isaaco instead of dropping the one character and introducing 

the other. And Johnson's development signaled by hi~ name 

over 

the 

in Music, Johnson a devoted guide. But 

he becomes more critical, repeatedly-' 

•s sound advice, thus getting them both into 

situations. When Johnson 

detached·and coldly objective. He overtly 

the will a 

as Isaaco, 

to "a platoon of white men stormin' 'cross 

insultin' the populace" {342). although 

's second expedit 1 it not long 

the has 1 

Park's continual foll nyou know just as 

big a ass as you was eight years ago" (345). Thus, 
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the ized character of Johnson so completely, Boyle once 

highlights the failure of Mungo, the historical "hero," to 

develop. 

Boyle's view of Johnson and Park is obviously humorous, but 

this should not discredit his interpretation of their behavior; 

his interpretation may actually be closer to the truth than that 

which has filtered down to us through historical documentation. 

History must have its heroes. Not surprisingly, the biographical 

consensus appears to be that Park was a prototypical boy scout-

determined and willing to forge ahead for God and country against 

insurmountable odds--and that Johnson was just the opposite--

and continually encouraging Park to return to Gambia .. 

notion reinforced by both Gibbon's and 's 

biographies, and by Harper's Travels 

(1840). However, Boyle's depictions Johnson and 

intentionally manipulate recorded history through an- inversion 

their (a technique we see dupl again with Ned). 

more , character because 

a 

of 

vers 

's 

, and Park 

of 

The , therefore, 

contrast between Boyle's postmodern 

history and a more attitude 
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we Mungo Park's original Preface to his and his 

defense of the integrity of his narrative: it has, he states, 

"nothing to recommend it but the truth. It is a plain and 

unvarnished tale, without pretensions of any kind" (1). This 

embodiment of the "truth11 is what we have traditionally expected 

of historical, as opposed to literary, i.e., fictional, texts. 

Yet there is an intriguing paradox here: we expect fictional 

works to adhere to certain conventions and express fundamental 

truths--this is, after all, why literature is studied--but we 

simultaneously refuse to acknowledge their status as containers 

of historical truth. Literary truth is instead metaphoric, an 

analogous parallel reality. ln Music, Boyle essentially 

undermines historical truths, asserting that all texts (whether 

historical, biographical, or fictional) are inadequate, even lie .. 

The postmodern viewpoint is that all narratives are problematic, 

and this view would rej Park's plea believability· the 

His assertion "truth" may even some 

uneasiness about the accuracy of record. 

In Boyle voices his 

through character 

with low 

the 

claims that the objective 

us , but to us 

n compel asking "And 

what history, pray 1, if not a fiction?" (98). The idea 

that the " n of history have been obtained second-hand is an 
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to Twit~s colleagues, but he nonetheless pushes the 

"all our cherished histories .... are at best a concoction 

of hearsay, thirdhand reports, purposeful distortions and 

outright fictions invented by the self-aggrandizing participants 

and their sympathizers" (98·-99).. Ironically, Twit himself will 

be a participant in Mungo Park's (mis)representation of history 

in his later writings. 

In a second scene dealing with Park's historical texts, 

Boyle reverses the hierarchy of history over fiction and gives 

precedence to Twit's observations in having Johnson denounce for 

its lack of veracity an early draft of what will become Park's 

"But this the purest of bullshit .... A distortion and 

a lien 1.NM..t. 121). And from the excerpt Boyle gives us, we see 

this is true. Mungo's response: nExactly .... Can you imagine how 

unutterably dull it would be if I stuck strictly to bald.bare 

facts--without a hint embellishment?" (121), his 

that good zens of England are and 

want only "a little glamour, a touch 

• In 

, that.truth must 

who the power 

(he, 

for valuable ) ' 

masses. Mungo, 

to ful 

of 

insists that "when they 

they want amaze They want 

want adventure, 

.•. And that's what I 
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to theme 

confrontation, Boyle foregrounds the debate over history as fact 

or fiction, leaving the reader with a scene which emphasizes 

that, like Mungo, the writers of history are liars. 

Boyle shows us that what Mungo is offering the public is an 

elaboration, a fabrication of the truth. This, of course, is a 

subversion of our expectations regarding "non-fiction," a tactic 

employed by Boyle and other postmodern historical novelists to 

underscore the subjectivity of all narratives and the illusive 

nature of all truths. Perhaps this is precisely why interest in 

Mungo Park and his adventures has remained so strong: the 

uncertainties surrounding the expeditions, and his death in 

particular, afford writers the opportunity to fill the "gaps" 

with their own historical or fictional narratives. 

Boyle capitalizes upon many of these uncertainties,· sel 

consciously elaborating at times upon things even more marginal 

than the roles of Ail or Johnson and Isaaco. The best,~u-~-

this Boyle's of the quas , one 

's 

, there·is no name, 

at v.AU~~~ while the ~~.~~·L .. ~L., confronted by 

f him Ali's "Chief 

Dassoud, a nearly 

the s ficant of being 

arch-nemesis .. 

In as a further 

how an historical problem resolved 
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four months of the spring of 1796 in Ludamar against his 

will, Park is taken in June to the town of Jarra and allowed to 

But he surprised by the appearance July of Ali•s 

"chief slave" and four other Moors, who insist he must return 

with them to Benowm (Lupton 70). Lupton questions, however, 

Ali truly sent these men to recapture Park and, if so, 

how they explained their failure to trap the "conspicuous white 

man" (71). Boyle provides for us in Water Music an answer that 

may be as close to the "truth" as we can come.. Here, a sandstorm 

in Jarra separates Park and Johnson from their captors and drives 

them into a cellar where they get intoxicated on sooloo beer. 

"'Free at last! 1 thinks the explorer" (77), but in the ensuing 

conflict between the Jarrans and the forces of Tiggity Sego•s 

army, Park and Johnson are themselves separated, and the 

Dassoud captures Johnson. Crestfallen, Mungo is 

forced into the Moor's hands. However, just when the worst 

seems inevitable, offers a modern ex 

produces "a 

's the (79) , he 

and shoots 

Mungo are 

very 

able to 

Whereas the 

slaven ends with Mungo's 

the confrontation with 

the narrative, and a 

's at Boussa. 's account of 's 

Dassoud 

various 

in part Park omitted from 

which, "however true, were of 1 
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momen·t, as they related solely to [his] own personal adventures" 

( . in Lupton 72). Some of these circumstances almost certainly 

relate to Park's experiences with the Moors at Ludamar and 

beyond, and this creates those "dark areas" which Boyle so well 

capitalizes upon in Water Music. Dassoud, therefore, is a 

resolution to problems created by the "dark areas" surrounding 

Park's second expedition. And with Dassoud, Boyle once more 

dilutes Park's personal responsibility for historical outcomes. 

Again we see historical fiction offering realities historical 

documentation cannot. This is a liberty Boyle may freely take, 

since so very little is known about the circumstances of Park's 

demise, and it becomes a method of explaining what Lupton and 

other biographers and historians have continually questioned. 

For these historians, the most vexing questions concern 

motives behind Park's second expedition (mounted in January of 

1805) and the details of his subsequent death (sometime in mid-

1806). This the most perplexing of all events- s 

the only sources of information regarding Park's are the 

journals of both Isaaco and Park's 

Lupton points out problem 

Fatouma•s j was narrated to Isaaco, who wrote 

, and this was then translated by an unknown 

into Engl . It has also been suggested that Isaaco's account 

•s journal is itself a fabrication written to justify 

for his attempts in 1810 at 

to Park (Lupton 181). Obviously, such uncertainties raise 

: What were Park's intentions? What kind of man was 
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last beset from its inception with so many 

problems? And how, exactly, did he die? 

Boyle knows that to understand Park's death, one must first 

understand what preceded it and take into account his experiences 

both England and Africa--in short, one must review his whole 

life. The encompassing of a life in narrative is traditionally 

the challenge of the biographer, of the writer of historical 

"non-fiction," and this is a process that Gibbon, Lupton and 

their kind are engaged in regarding Mungo Park. But the pro

position that these, or any, biographer's work is purely "non

fictional" is problematic, for what are these reconstructions of 

past events if not fictions? They are rewritings of the 

and, , questionable since recording history involves 

generalization and speculation. And this is particularly true of 

the narratives regarding Park's death.since there 

practically no documented historical material. 

, the of a 1 is the challenge of 

, of the writer of , as well. In 

we see 

answers· that 

, an 

seen, 

reader an 

ing of 

and Johnson. 

of personal 

a 

cannot .. 

the historical process. As we 

the 

Park 

Africa, and the 

, most notably with Ail 

But of ~'reveal Park through his 
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is best used in Water Music at the point 

where information regarding Park is least verifiable, for this is 

where fiction can provide facts that have escaped documentation. 

Thus, the most effective rewritings of the past are those that 

make central what is missing from the historical record, i.e., 

the role of Ned Rise in the finale of the Mungo Park saga. 

Therefore, in "Niger Redux," the third section of Wat.er 

Music, Boyle finally merges the lives of his protagonists, Mungo 

Park and Ned Rise. And in relating Park's second.trip to Africa, 

Boyle blurs traditional narrative distinctions, incorporating Ned 

as a method of furthering an understanding of Mungo Park's 

demise, explaining historical gaps, and resolving historical 

problems. In the opening chapter, "Goree (A Hymn to Contagion)," 

Boyle establishes a tone which foreshadows the devastation to 

come, and thereafter plays upon the many misfortunes of Park's 

second expedition. But more significantly, Boyle uses the 

inauspicious locale as a backdrop to the meeting of Ned 

Mungo. Each, however, made his way to Fort Goree for vastly 

reasons: Ned, having been again, forced 

manual labor there; and Park, now mounting second 

looking some n men to assist 

him. Thinking the work will be , perhaps even 

puts his best foot forward hires him on. 

Boyle then allows Ned to a perspective on 

's trip, allowing the to see how things go from bad, 

at the onset, to worse. The expedition a shambles from the 

start, for Mungo is no longer revered as a white god; he is 
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an invader and "kokoro a bad risk" (320) and, 

therefore, cannot arrange for the natives needed as porters, 

guides, and interpreters. Ned criticizes Park's inability to 

successfully negotiate with the natives they encounter and the 

foolishness of, for example, carrying loads of useless junk 

along. He watches men die each day. He ses Park's stupidity 

and monomania and, after watching a close friend be slaughtered 

by natives, decides that his mission is to take charge of the 

expedition himself or they are all doomed. All of these problems, 

of course, are not part of the historical record. Boyle 

underscores this omission with yet another excerpt from Park's 

journal, dated August, 1805: Park writes that they have 

penetrated the interior "with a minimum of friction" (363). In 

short, Mungo, the "recorder of reality," once more belies the 

truth and, like the biographers and historians who succeed him, 

alters history. 

In large part, Boyle elaborating his sources with a 

1 ostensibly unknown to historians or biographers. 

sources 

which 

times, so documented 

any questioning the of Boyle's vers 

ly ly follows •s 

's up until the 

at Sansanding in the fall of 1805. here 

back to Isaaco for 

the 

~u~ ... n, who was to lead him east to Timbuktoo southeast as 

as Hausa. Beyond , Mungo was on own, 
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here were virtually unknown. What is known of 

and his crew after departing from Sansanding derives mainly 

from Amadi Fatouma's description of the voyage down the Niger as 

given to Isaaco in 1811. Though it very brief and contains 

gaps, this has become for historians the generally 

accepted version. Accordingly, Boyle uses Amadi's journal as the 

basis for the final section of Water Music and makes use of 

nearly all details in it, though he once again expands upon them 

with own details and manipulates documented history by 

incorporating his fictional character Ned Rise. 

Boyle allows us to see that of the small group of men left 

by the time the party passed Timbucktoo, Ned is only one who 

remains level-headed. Mungo, paranoid and overwhelmed by fear, 

truly breaks after he and his men slaughter a band of innocent 

women and children who are mistaken .for Moorish warriors.. This 

harrowing scene is important, for with it Boyle points 

documentation in the man 

as a discoverer of places of 

is a destructive invader. However, 

Fatouma from the with the maj 

, Mungo so thoroughly immersed in 

se the the "a piece 

hardly cares or • Ned, on the othe~ hand, 

one this point: to live. 

In Boyle depicts the both men's 

goals the climactic final scene at Boussa, where, apparently, 

Park and crew were ambushed and destroyed by an army of 
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sources regarding Park's demise--e.g., 

the letters and journals of later explorers such as Thomas 

Campbell (1817), Hugh Clapperton (1822-24), and Richard Lander 

(1827)--are themselves contradictory, and they function either to 

counter the belief that Park was attacked and murdered, asserting 

that he was instead dashed upon the rocks in the rapids below 

Boussa, or to affirm (though with variation) that Park was indeed 

slaughtered by malicious natives (Lupton 234-37). But Boyle does 

not need to adhere to either theory; he instead treads the area 

in between and, through the use of Ned, offers an unique 

explanation. Ned is the only one to survive the battle at 

Boussa, and in the Coda to the novel "rises" for the third and 

final time, becoming a musical messiah to pygmy natives who 

find him. In short, by allowing Ned to be the sole survivor, 

Boyle makes fact of the rumor that a lone white man was alive in 

interior of 

it was Mungo Park. 

to 

, thereby countering the suppositions 

and 

In a 1 sense, what "truly" 

who was with him time, will never be 

lacking. But for 

of reality, Boyle to make the 

for him: the central protagonist 

(Dassoud) with the 

ultimate survivor in the novel , are all brought 

might never have taken into a cl confrontation 
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In , through , Boyle has provided an alternative 

truth that is as viable as any offered by the purportedly non

fictional work of biographers and historians. 

Such alternatives are possible because for Boyle, as well as 

other postmodern historical novelists, the historical record 

embodies no singular past reality or truth, only conflicting 

versions and possible truths. By exploring these "gaps" in the 

historical record, postmodern historical novelists can reveal, 

through fiction, what documentation cannot. Thus, Boyle strives 

to foreground uncertainty in his novels, forcing us to question 

our preconceptions regarding history and literature. The intent 

is both to challenge accepted conventions and verities and to 

collapse traditional and outdated hierarchies. 

The common criticism against such efforts, of course, 

that literature (fiction) is taking precedence over history 

(fact). And in Water it would seem this so, 

fictional Ned Rise remains, usurping 

historical Park. But is 

Boyle is not engaged an 

; the textuality and 

t:::.:::>:::>t:::.u, not the 

instead attempting 

heroic 

the case. 

of the 

As noted 

of past 

as a 

means exploring the former , thereby 

us with the n of human experience. 

to in numerous 

through the creation and incorporation the 

is able to explode the myths of 
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explorer, as embodied by Mungo Park. 

Moreover, through fiction, Boyle is able to recenter individuals 

who have been marginalized in history, thereby illuminating the 

tradition, in not only American society but Western Civilization 

generally, that has systematically excluded the significant roles 

women and minorities have played over time. Thus, in Water Music, 

Boyle shows their exclusion from as well as their importance to 

the historical record. 
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Afterword 

Attempts to define postroodernism continue unabated. My 

intention in the preceding chapters was not to resolve this 

debate but to come to a fuller understanding of the way in which 

postmodern attitudes and characteristics are inextricably bound 

to the practice of creating historical fiction. The self

reflexive, indeterminate, ironic, parodic, eclectic, and 

intertextual characteristics of postmodernism lend themselves 

readily to the reformation of·the obviously tenuous "truths" of 

the past because they are methods of approaching history as text. 

This, of course, part and parcel of a postroodern world view. 

As noted at the onset, writers such as Doctorow, Reed, an¢1 Boyle 

are not ignoring or negating the past; they are 

it, appropriating it, and transforming into art., 

to the work each of the authors presented in 

a bel in textuality of 1 narrative a 

doubt concerning both the objective any 

the assumptions that would one 

(fact/history) over another (fiction/literature). Doctorow 

Reed, are all concerned with 

, and to relate to some 

texts which an 

ity. Truth itself is problematic. 

As I have shown, eadh author appropriating 
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ends, and in doing so utilizes certain similar 

1 eog., parody, irony, anachronism, and inventiVe 

expans upon the "dark areas," or gaps, in documented history. 

For each author, history a series of fictions that must be 

scrupulously questioned, re-evaluated, and transformed in order 

to be understood. Nothing is accepted at face value. Doctorow, 

, and Boyle are also seen making full use of intertextuality 

by appropriating and reformulating a past body of literature, 

thereby celebrating a rich literary heritage while simultaneously 

expunging superiority of a literary canon. 

The degree to which each author appropriates both history 

and 1 , however, differs somewhat: homage to a literary 

tradition is more evident in Doctorow•s and 

Boyle's Music, whereas the critique 

is more pronounced in Reeo's 

greater the di between the author's views human 

historical record that has preserved it, 

more evident of is 

more 

reclamation and 

Doctorow, on 

traditional 

approach, 

of 

with 

large 

violations of the historical record. He 

detached subject , taking a 
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at the the cultural myths of the immediate past play in 

contemporary American society. Boyle, however, combines in his 

writing aspects of both his fellow novelists: his work neither 

to realism to the degree that Doctorow's does nor 

subverts conventionality as self-consciously as Reed's does. 

Boyle's method is deceptive, for it merges a self-conscious and 

humorous approach to narrative with the structural conventions of 

the medium. The result is a novel that confounds our distinctions 

between fiction and non-fiction and manipulates its reader's 

expectations. Nevertheless, by exploring the past through the 

present, Boyle succeeds in making commentary upon both the 

misrepresentation of history and the marginalization of those who 

significantly contributed to it. 

For postmodern historical novel , the past is textually 

by its narratives. These are inescapably subj 

interpretations of past events; they can not do embody a 

s historical truth, but only numerous and conflicting 

possible truths. must be 

questioned 

practice in 

approach to 

is 

f readily to the 

may or not be 

But, as has 

history and literature 

to an understanding of the 

historical fiction 

1 

shown, a postmodern 

more than viable--it 

and 

postmodern historical Moreover, 

historical fiction, through re-examination of the past, may 

be a major contributor to our understanding of the 
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